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The Kite Society Single Line Comprehensives will once again be taking place during the Bristol Kite 
Festival, 4th and 5th of September. These competitions are an ideal opportunity for kitefliers to display their 
kite making skills to both their peers and members of the general public. 

The rules are: The competition is open to Kite Society members only; All kites entered must be the product 
of the entrant and be entirely home made; No person who earns more than 5u% of their income from kite 
making will be allowed to compete; Each entrant can enter .as many categories as required but only one kite 
can be entered for each category. 

The competition categories are: 1. Flat Kite; 2 . Soft Kite - one with no rigid spars; 3. Cellular Kite; 4 . 
Peoples Choice (this category is decided by public voting during the event). 

Each entrant will be required to register with the judges who will tour the competition area and, for the flat, 
soft and cellular categories) award marks in the following areas: 1. Craftsmanship; 2. Flight Characteristics 
(the kite must fly) ; 3 . AJ:tistic Design. Each area can earn a maximum of 10 points. 

The Kite Society now has available two booklets. The first is a general handbook which contains full lists 
of the kite retailers, manufacturers and wholesalers together with a list of the local groups around the 
country- price 25p. If you want one send 50p worth of stamps or see us at the festivals . Bulk orders can 
also be taken- contact us for rates. The second book has been produced by Manfred Kluge and is a good 
introduction to Sport Kites with tips, tricks and things to know. These cost £1 .50 plus 30p postage - again 
you can see us at the festivals if you like. 

Finally, some of you may have discovered that we have moved. Don't worry all of the post is bein6 
redirected so if you sent it to the old address we will still get it. The new address is: 

THE KITE SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN, P.O. BOX 2274, GT HORKESLEY, COLCHESTER, 
ESSEX C06 4A Y. 



LETTERS 

From Kevin Appleton- Secretar.y Thorpe Kitefliers 

I write on behalf of Thorpe Kite Flyers in response to the "Two into one can go" paragraph in the April 
Kiteflier, as the organiser of a festival which clashed with two other events this year I felt further comment 
was needed. 

Thorpe Kite Flyers Festival at Great Yarmouth was announced through the columns of this magazine in 
1992. I understand that the decision to hold the Weston festival over the same weekend was not made until 
early 1993. This had the effect of both teams and traders withdrawing their intention to attend Gt Yarmouth. 
I wonder if the organisers of the Margam Park event had similar problems? 

Our concerns were expressed in writing to S.T .A .C .K . but sadly no reply was ever received. As far as the 
need for a liaison officer is this really necessary? With the opportunity for free listing within this magazine 
festival dates can be listed and any group considering a new event should then have a moral obligation not 
to clash with other established events. 

Thorpe kite Flyers will be organising Conquer-the-Wind, Gt Yarmouth 1994 over the weekend of June 11th 
and 12th. Having got two festivals under our belt we will continue to improve and make 1994 bigger and 
better than ever with or without competitions from other festivals or S.T.A.C.K. competitions. 

From Maurice and Betty Sawyer 

Margam Park, Welsh Kite Festival- if you were put off by the weather forecasts or reports, be sorry! The 
same good venue as it was last year, with good food and facilities : on-site parking near the arena etc, etc 
but this year there were twice as many fliers, twice as many stalls, twice as many joe public, and twice as 
good flying conditions: see what you missed? Some "extra" stalls eg Fudge shop and magic/juggling/trick 
sets stalls were interesting and something different to see. 

The locals were twice as nice too. Thanks Peter and Steve for a good "doo" and also the Margam Park 
Authorities. Oh yes, if you're thinking of coming next year try to fit an extra day to visit the park, without 
a kite, and take in its beauty and its attractions. 

From Pete Stubberfield 

More Gripes! Well maybe, but with this years season welJ under way and various festivals organised, I feel 
compelJed to put finger to keyboard to highlight what will become an ever increasing problem. 
Maurice Sawyer touched upon some of the problems in January' s issue of The Kiteflier, but I think a more 
important point was missed. 

The public! Whilst we need to attract the public to the fun of kite flying , it inevitably becomes more difficult 
to control their movements at festivals. No criticism is levelled at the organisation of the recent Brighton 
festival, many marshals were in evidence, but they were fighting a losing battle against the number of people 
who turned up. 

The general public, having parked their cars, were stepping over the tape which cordoned off the flying area 
as if it never existed. They then proceeded to walk through the centre of the free flying area completely 
oblivious to the potential danger of various kites hurtling around the sky. 
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Hurtling, being the operative word on the Saturday. There were dogs running loose, children in pushchairs, 
mum, dad, granny and granddad ambling along, walking on, into, over lines, kites, and even large kite 
bags! I can accept broken lines and the odd broken spar from novice flyers, but not from the general public, 
who gawp at somebody flying on 80 feet of 150lb lines and £150+ worth of modem technology, whilst only 
40 foot away from you. It is bard enough concentrating on a high speed kite without having to worry about 
'Mr and Mrs Joe Public. 

So a plea to organisers of future events everywhere, how about some large signs warning people of the 
danger of walking on the flying areas. What warning signs I did see, were not much bigger than A4 and 
only placed near the stalls, they only concerned themselves about flying near power lines. It is only going 
to be a matter of time before somebody is seriously hurt and all the recriminations that will follow, that will 
do kite flying no favours at all. 

Efforts must be seen to have been made in an attempt to keep the general public out of flying areas if the 
site is not provided with natural barriers. 

Now for something different. A request to stall holders, how about stocking some 5. 9mm or 6mm carbon. 
Many new kites now seem to be built with this size of carbon, but never or very rarely available at the 
festivals . 

Finally, to the kite makers, how about writing reviews on British made kites and fliers for inclusion in the 
Kiteflier. At the moment there is little information provided on how weU a kite is built, performs, why a 
particular kite was developed or even what wind range is required. We have got good manufacturers and 
fliers in this country, let us read about them. I am fed up with .. . ... "It comes from the states" 

From Paul Wardle 

Many people when taking up a new pastime visit their local library to find out more. Finding kite books is 
not that easy as they are rarely aU in the same place. My experiences are largely based on visiting Bracknell 
Central Library. 

Non-fiction books are classified under general headings which have a corresponding classification number. 
Kites are normally to be found under the general heading Sports and Pastimes (790 - 800). For kites the 
number becomes more precise 796.15. Kite books are frequently found next door to books on bowls, 
however the book Kites and Kite Flying by Lloyd and Thomas, 797.51 was next to books on wind surfing 
and hang gliding, which makes more sense. Much further afield under the general section of Aircraft and 
next to books on model planes· I found Kites, Kites, Kites the ups and downs of flying them (629.1333) by 
Milton. 

Smaller libraries in my area sometimes do not have any books at all in the adult section, but often the 
children 's section comes up a winner. Here for example was to be found, Jim Rowlands book, Kites to make 
and fly as well as more basic books. 

Books can be requested from other nearby libraries. Lists of books available are often held on microfiche. 
If you are lucky you may be able to search the county council computer, from a terminal in the library, for 
all title that contain the word kite. 
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Having spent the last two years experimenting with papers, silks and bamboo, and finally having made a 
paper and bamboo fighter that flies as well as a 'proper' one, I thought I'd share some of what rve 
discovered. Most of my first attempts either looked pretty or flew; few had both qualities. l certainly 
wouldn't say that I've mastered any of these materials. But I have learnt a lot and I think that I have made 
enough mistakes and picked enough brains to pass on what I hope are some useful tips. Several of the 
techniques should also be appreciated by those who prefer to work with that funny, oil-based, plastic stuff ... 

Starting with a keen gleam in my eye, and a copy of David Pelham's 'Kites' in my bag, I soon realised that 
bouncing eagerly into most kites shops with a request for cotton cambric or bamboo was not going to get 
me very far. Turning to the list of specialist suppliers in the back of the same book wasn't much more help 
as most bad shut down, 'gone away', or no longer stocked what they had in 1976. I had to do some serious 
tracking down. The list of suppliers at the end of this piece are up to date, current stockists. The named 
materials really are available and suitable for making kites! 

TD LIKE A KITE PLEASE . .' 

The first point to appreciate is that bamboo, paper and silk come in an enormous variety of types, each with 
its own characteristics and qualities. Asking, at a specialist supplier, Td like some silk/bamboo/paper 
please' is as unhelpful and unlikely to get you what you want as asking for 'some vegetables' in a 
greengrocers or 'a book' at a booksellers. Even when you have mastered a couple of terms which you think 
will help, you may have only translated a generic term into another language. 'Washi' for example only 
means hand made paper, of which there are hundreds of types. 

PAPER. 

Most western paper depends upon being compacted for it's strength. Most eastern paper uses less refined 
pulp which leaves longer fibres intact and uses the mesh that these longer fibres create to provide strength, 
even when the load is on the face of the sheet. A paper made with short fibres can still be useful for making 
kites but it will have to be thicker and therefore heavier; it will also be more windproof which may not be 
an advantage. 

Almost all good quality papers will have a flatter, more shiny side (as n*l*n does). 'Laid' paper is so called 
because it it is laid o.n a mesh or grid to distribute evenly and settle the fibres. The flatter side should be 
toward the wind, on the face of the kite. For reinforcement, on the rear of the kite for example, the rougher 
side should be face down as it absorbs the glue, and therefore adheres better. 

I'll mention only five papers by name. the first is from Japan and is known as folded gampi. (from 
Lawrences). This is as light as a feather but as tough as old boots. It comes in large sheets. It is usually 
slightly off white, unbleached, though you may find pure white smaller sheets. Since it is folded over or 
rolled it may have some wrinkles. Don't worry about these; you can make them disappear later. 

The second paper (also from Lawrences) again from Japan is called Mingei. It is available in over thirty true 
and beautiful colours, including a perfect hata/Dutch red and blue. It is heavier and stiffer than gampi, very 
strong and excellent for hatas. It would also be fine for decorating larger kites made with another paper as 
the colours glow in the sky, but is perhaps too expensive to cover the whole of a large kite. 

A third Japanese paper is Shoji. This is slightly lighter than Mingei and is available in white. It is a good 
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general covering paper, takes glue very well and is cheap enough to experiment with. It is also ideal for 
rolling bamboo with, of which more later. 

The fourth paper is produced in Gennany. It is actually called kite paper ' Drachenpap:ier' . As far as I've 
established only 'Paperchase' sell this; they are 'mafia'-like in the paper trade and refuse to pass on the 
importer or manufacturers name. It feels a little like greaseproof or silicon paper and comes in 10 metre 
rolls, 70 cm. wide, and in about eight colours. It needs quite a stable frame to support it; it wouldn't do 
for the wings of a yakko for example as it would crease. It is a translucent paper and lights up with the sun 
on it. One drawback is that you have to use a synthetic adhesive - the rolling strip tape works very well as 
it does not like the flour, water and sugar glue that is perfect for all the other papers mentioned. 

The fourth paper is more variable and is called either Thai mulberry or ' Sa' paper. In a wonderful symbiosis 
the mulberry from which it is made is of course also used to feed another local crop: the silkworm. This 
paper is now quite widely distributed as a wrapping paper, and you should find it in gift shops. It is worth 
examining several sheets as the fibres are sometimes so long and thick as to make the finished kite 
unbalanced. Different importers seem to specify different thicknesses. This is useful as you can pick the 
weight for the kite you have in mind. The lightest is still strong enough to be used up to double sheet size. 
You can find white and coloured Thai paper; in some the fibres are dyed before the paper is made and are 
a different colour from the rest of the sheet. 

I'm afraid I don't have a precise English name for the last paper, which comes from China. It is sold as 
calligraphy or Chinese painting paper to be used for those spacious and elegant depictions of bamboo or 
cranes. A very helpful Anglo-Sino women I met said one name could be translated as 'falling snow'. It 
certainly is white and light. You can buy it in some art shops but only in tiny sheets. At Guanghwa it comes 
in several sizes but you do have to buy a (beautifully packed) roll of 20 or 30 sheets. You'll know you have 
found the right stuff if you hold it up to light and see the pronounced grid pattern (a little like that on 
cigarette paper) which helps give it strength. 

Flour, water and sugar paste (mentioned in a previous Kiteflier) is the best adhesive for paper. If you put 
it on with a soft brush you can use the same brush to lift and place reinforcements or decorative pieces. For 
stiffer papers which may not hug the frame so well you can partially wrap the bamboo with a spiral of paper 
spun around it, so that the paper then sticks partly to itself. The first dozen or so times I tried to glue paper 
to a kite with framing lines in place I got in a real mess trying to fold the edges over the cotton or linen 
guided by a score line or pencil mark. I then discovered the magical answer. Paint some glue along each 
framing line. Present tne kite frame to the paper and where the wet gluey lines touch the paper they will 
form a damp line making an automatic and perfect fold around the thread. Then, and only then do you need 
to add glue to the paper, to paste down the folded over edge of the kite-to-be. When all is folded over and 
reinforcments are added, the paper may be floppy or wrinkled. This is where the second secret weapon 
comes into play. Using a fine spray from a plant mister, lightly wet the rear of the kite with water. 
(Depending on where you live distilled water may be best . .. !) Then leave the kite to dry slowly in a cool 
place without too many draughts. When it is dry you should find the paper is perfectly flat and taut; it may 
even have created a slight reverse camber in the frame, giving a lovely sound as you 'snap' it to curve the 
right way. 

A whole book could be written on techniques and materials for decoration on paper, but a couple of tips 
may be useful . Particularly with the Chinese paper mentioned above you may wish to size the surface before 
you construct the kite. For this you need Alum, from your local chemist, which should be mixed with water, 



at about one part alum to ten parts water. Dip the paper in the solution and then dry. Putting the wet paper 
flat on a mirror or window works well; it will only fall off when it is dry. Wrinkles will disappear later 
when the mister trick is used. 

The ' paraffin' or 'wax' mentioned in several kite books as a way of stopping bleeding on paper is rather 
confusing. Any oily or greasy substance will keep in the colour, but will not know when to stop being oily 
or f{easy. You can get something very close to the 'real' stuff from chemists. It is called Low melt 
110 115 o, Hard paraffin. It is also used in physiotherapy and for sealing jars of jam or pickle. It melts at 
such a low temperature that you can put it on, gently, with a brush. It is thin and you don't end up with the 
solid lumps as you might with batik. You only use a little each time and any left will simply set ready to 
be used again. For thinner papers you don't need to go to trouble of using liquid wax. Malleable wax 
earplugs, again from chemists ('Boots' call theirs ' Muffles') are made of even softer stuff and will outline 
very well after just being warmed in the hand. They can be shaped to an edge, or rolled to make a wider 
mark. 

Drawing ink, such as Windsor and Newton, will often contain shellac, and thus dry to be waterproof. 
Rotring 'Artists Color' (sic) is a different formula but is more opaque. Both these sorts will work, but a test 
on a scrap of paper is wise. Sometimes the paper may wrinkle after drying, and require a respray with a 
mister. You can only do this again if you have used waterproof colour! Powder paint is very cheap and easy 
to mix to the right consistency, but can crack or just wear off. If you mix them with not just water but with 
dilute P.V.A. adhesive you'll find that they will be much more stable. Don't buy a brand name P .V.A . 
'medium', as it will cost you a fortune; a litre of unfamous name should cost only a couple of quid. 

SILK. 

Again there are dozens of different types of silk. To add to the confusion a similar silk .from say India and 
China will be called by a different name. Many are produced for clothing are are simply too, well, silky. 
They are almost impossible to sew or glue accurately, and are woven to 'give' not only diagonally from the 
weft and weave but also paralell with it. If you after a very lightweight you still need a quite dense fabric. 
The first large silk kite I made, and spent hours painting, became almost invisible 30 feet up. There was 
simply hot enough material to hold sufficient colour. Of the sorts that I've tried (so far) there are three that 
may be worth trying for that SJ'fCial kite. 

The first is organza, which you may have seen on some Chinese kites. It is stiff and gauzy, almost a mesh, 
but still holds colour. It cuts cleanly, and glues well. 

The second is taffeta; you may be offered nylon taffeta, but the original is silk. It has the right combination 
of a close weave and lateral stability. Some versions can be murder to sew, but there are ways round this. 
(see below) 

The third fabric is a silk and cotton mix. It has the sheen and 'handle' of silk with the ease of use of cotton. 
Because of the proportion of cotton it is cheaper. It is 115cm wide, which could be useful for your larger 
kite design. 

As well as _the supplier mentioned, a visit to your local saree shop will probably discover even more 
appropriate silks for kite making. 



USING SILK 

First you should wash the silk, using soap rather than detergent, to pre-shrink it and remove any ' size', and 
then iron it while it is still damp. With very floaty silks you then need to stiffen the fabric to be able to cut 
it out symmetrically. A 50%150% solution of water and Gloy gum works well for this. Soak the silk in this 
mixture, and then dry it flat on a non-porous surface. If you handle the fabric quite gently this will keep 
it sufficiently rigid. A good shake, followed by a gentle wash, will restore the silkiness. 

Gloy gum can also be used instead of a sewn hem. If you hold the wing of a Chinese silk kite up to the light 
you'll see a line where the maker has run a line of glue along the fabric to stop it fraying. It is best to paint 
a Line of glue along the cutting line, covering about 1 cm either side of the line, before you cut out the 
design. Allow the glue to dry and then make the cut through the middle of the glued area. If you are going 
to use this technique you have to have decorated the silk before hand as the glue will prevent the dye taking. 

The techniques of painting and dying fabric fill many books on their own. One good basic book is called 
'Painting on Silk' by P .Bruandet, in the Hobbycraft series which also includes one on kites. The most useful 
method of keeping each colour where you intend is to use gutta, which has the consistency of honey, to 
draw every outline. This dries to form a barrier to the dye. Once the design is coloured the gutta is washed 
away. Full details are available in the various books. Javana is the most recommended brand of iron fix dye, 
far better than the widely available Deka colours. For silk kites you can also use oil pastel crayons. Once 
you have drawn the design you simply iron the wax out onto absorbent paper to leave the colour behind. 

BAMBOO. 

In the real sense of the word, bamboo is a plastic material. The technique of heating it to bend it to the 
required shape is not just useful for making intricate shapes. It is essential for straightening lengths of 
bamboo. For very thin pieces just the heat of a soldering iron placed close to and below the material, but 
not touching it, is sufficient. For more substantial pieces the meths. burner gives a cool flame or a gas 
cooker, if carefully used, will also work. A lot of the straightening can be done by eye, sighting the bamboo 
against a light wall or window. A simple tool consisting of two nails or pieces of dowel driven into a block 
of wood can help give you the leverage in the right place, bending the bamboo on the inside of one nail and 
on the outside of the second. Several nails at different intervals are more versatile. As you work along a 
piece do remember that bamboo has a memory; if a previously bent piece is heated again it will return 
almost to it's original position. So do take care on a longer piece that your heating doesn't undo your earlier 
straightening! 

After the first twenty failures I appreciated that bows for Indian fighters, hatas or rokakku form no part of 
a circle; they are an arch shape, squarer in the centre than at the tips. The ability to form this shape is one 
of the advantages that bamboo has over dowel. Flexing the bamboo between your hands and judging your 
progress by eye as suggested in several books is fine once you are used to it. But to start with to bend the 
bow against the background of a grid (graph paper or your own marked squares) will more easily show you 
where you need to trim. When you have whittled and whittled and the bow looks pretty damned perfect with 
the shiny, skin side, down, (as it will be used) flip it over and flex it with the shiny side up. This will 
expose any slight uneveness; better discovered now than at the end of 500 feet of line. 

I spent hours working away at bamboo from garden centres and carpet shops, thinking that bamboo really 
was a very difficult material with which to work. Then I bought some fresher, cared for, lengths and the 
difference was enormous. Both suppliers will advise on the type of bamboo that will suit your purpose. 
Longer jointed stock is faster grown and probably from Taiwan, whereas thicker stuff to be trimmed right 
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down and have it's skin removed is likely to be grown in China. 

The books all talk correctly of cutting across the piece and splitting down the length. A real Japanese 
bamboo saw does slice through the fibres without tearing, but you will need the specially angled file to keep 
it sharp. A sharp block-plane is invaluable for the next stage, while a naked Stanley blade used not to slice 
but to scrape, at almost right-angles to the bamboo, is the most precise way of achieving the desired taper. 
On wider pieces a cabinet scraper will do the same job. Clearly the dimension of the finished piece will 
depend on the part of the kite and it's size but it seems that the proportion is generally the same: about 2:1 
width to depth. 

When it comes to sticking the bamboo to paper or fabric you may find that first wrapping the bamboo in 
a spiral of paper will help. The paper can be about 1 cm wide and should be spun onto the bamboo leaving 
about 1 cm gap as you glue it, so that the finished item resembles a barbers pole. ln this way the paper then 
sticks to itself and not directly to the bamboo. 

TWO FINAL, DISAPPEARING PRODUCTS. 

Two final discoveries, that can also be used with nylon. One is to use a disappearing pen. This isn't the biro 
you can never find, but a marker that fades to nothing. You will fmd these in haberdashery shops, one is 
made by W.Williams, and comes in purple. Depending on the fabric, you have up to 48 hours before it 
disappears. It can be used both for drafting designs and marking hems or positions of spars. Don•t leave an 
intricaate design too long though; the first marked out design on silk for tracing with gutta, that I used this 
pen for took me three hours and when I went back to it the next day ... yes, it had vanished! 

The second useful item, again available from sewing and hardware shops is Gutermann Tack Stick. This 
looks like a Pritt stick; the glue is just strong enough to hold a seam or piece of applique in place. You can 
reposition material many times before it loses it's stickiness. A wash, or a wipe with a damp cloth or gets 
rid of all traces of the glue. This is wonderful stuff for helping you sew silks, cottons and ' rip-stop•. 

I do hope that the summer will see more paper, silk and cotton kites in the air. If any festival would 
appreciate a small demonstration of some of the techniques mentioned above, I'd be pleased to hear from 
them. I'd also be happy to hear of any other useful tips, or other suppliers. 

SUPPLIERS. 
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NEW IN! 
From the UK: 

The complete 
POWERHOUSE range, 
JA22, STORH, LAPWING, 

BLADE and EDCE 

From the USA: 
Joe Scholz, Sky Delight 
Kites, Neptune, Jaws, 

sunfish, Parrots, 
cockatoos and Fighters 

fi - Arizona's: Desert Sky 
_ _ _, . ~- Rokkakus 

~ ., ,~ ··~ · {Jt,· ~~ J. PLUS a novel range of 
windsocks from 

Connecticut 



FLIGHT OF .THE PATANG l>Y v -IRENORA KUMAR 

Part 3 -The Art of ' Pench ' (engagement and fight). 

The object of a 'Pench' is to engage the opponent's string and to eventually cut it. The cutting is achieved 
by fierce pulling at the string or by a slow release method, but first the preliminaries. 

Both parties fly their kites from roughly a level distance and 10 - 15 yards apart. At fuU flight both kites 
are nearly the same height and distance from each other (fig A). Now some pre-fight manoeuvres are carried 
out by both but separately. These consist of practicing diving, clockwise and anticlockwise spins, passes in 
either direction sharp pulls and slow release with the kite spinning. 

This allows you to assess your own kite' s capabilities and also to judge your opponent' s skills. The 
following diagrams illustrate the methods of engaagement, disengagement, the actual ' Pench' and the 
ultimate fight to the finish. 

In fig . A both kites are flying side by side, In fig. B X engages from the top and keeps his kite either 
virtually motionless or with a to and fro movement ready to counteract any Y moves. In fig . C Y tries to 
disengage by diving low and at the same time moving to the right till both threads are level. Back to position 
A. In fig. D X will prevent this by gradually flying lower and to the right to reduce the margin of escape 
by Y, X can also trap further by using a pincer movement. By quick release and gradual move to the left 
and engaging theY string from underneath as illustrated in fig . D. 

Y will try to open the pincer by first flying to the extreme left and then going under the X string to the 
right. To get back to position A. As can be judged these manoeuvres take quite some time. However as soon 
as one fighter, in this example Y, considers that escape is not possible the 'Pench' is on. The method of 
cutting is a matter of personal choice and experience, but also determined by the charactheristics of the kite 
and the prevailing wind conditions. 

A Fierce pulling. 

As in figures B/C Y decides that escape is not possible and retaliates by pulling his string hard and straight 
up hoping to slice through the X string. X on the other hand pulls his kite up to reduce the impact and at 
the crucial moment when the strings are just touching, gives a slow release thus cutting Y string. 
Alternatively he (X) .dives, pulls hard to the left. As can be judged the action here is sudden and explosive 
and lasts a few seconds. So one needs to be very alert, beware of getting your fingers cut with the manja! 

Slow Release 

This is a more leisurely and ' GentemanJy ' method of fighting. Engagement techniques are similar both flyers 
prefer to engage from the top and this involves intricate and complex maneouvring with the kites and 
invariably the kites fly higher and farther. Always ensure there is plenty of lose string at hand. A good 
assistance is worth his weight in gold. Kites are kept as low as possible to maintain tautness in the string. 
The method of release of string is crucial and the postiion of the kite decides its fate. 
The end is often sudden and unexpected, the winner raises his kite straight up in triumph. The loser is 
gracious in defeat and tries to rewind his ' manja ' as quickly as possible but this procedure is not often very 
successful as the manja is quickly entangled in trees , bushes etc. In the interim the loser's assistant has 
already flown a second kite to rejoin the battle and so it goes on. 
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FIGURE E 'Y' IN ESCAPING FROM THE PINCER 

Two new additions to the 
IN FLIGHT sports kite range 

SPEEDRUNNER 
8ft span dual line parafoil. 

Designed for speed and performance flying. 

VECTOR 
10ft span dual line parafoll. 

Designed for power flying 

Powerful, strong, durable and competitively 

R 

priced • everything you expect from one of the country's 
leading manufacturers. 

~ q fl'· J t For brochure and dealer list send sae to 
~-J Jl m 1 INFUGHT, Normanby Park Workshops, Normanby Road, Scunthorpe. DN15 SOZ 

INFLIGHT also manufacture a range of single line parafolls, windsocks, banners and Inflatable wind toys. 



CARRINGTON RIPSTOP SECONDS 

We' ve sold I OOO's of metres to satisfied customers and its still 
available at only 0 NE PO UNO PER METRE. Most cololllS i o 
stock. You can buy your rips top by mail order or phone to find out 
which festivals woe will be trading at. 

EXTRA BONUS FOR KITE SOCIETY MEMBERS ONLY 
For every metre of rips lop you buy by mail we will send you a I Op wucher for 
you to spend on any goods on this price list except rips top. 

CARRJNGTONSLEEVE BAG NYLON blue orblack£1.50 mtr 

RIPSTO PREP AIX TAPE (self adbcsi¥C}. · · · .................... · · . . . . lOp n 

black. bl.ue, bot pink.li&ht blue. yellow. oa.o&e. purple. Rd. si.M:r, white, srecn. 

Dacroo tape (black) 2".. . ........................................ 7Sp mtr 

3" · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · • · · · • · · · · · · · · 9Spmtr 

Nose webbioJ • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . • . • • · · ......... · . · · . . 22p n. 
Reinforced setlotapc LGE ROLL· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · £ HS 

AUy riop I /2", S/8 or 3/4" • · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 6p ea 
·o· riop I /2" or 3/4"· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • • ·- • · · · · · - · · · - · · ·- · · · • 6pca 
Bowadjasten - · · · · · · · · · ...... ·.- .... - .... - ......... - .•.. - ..... - .. -6pea 

Eodcaps 1.82mm. 2.3Smm.mm. 4mm, S.Smm, 6.35mm·················6pea 

Grommetb)mm, 4mm. 6mm. 6.35mm· · · · •· · · · ··· ·· · · ·• · · · · · · • ·-- 6pea 
ArrowoocbS.5mm or 8mm:.- .. --.---- ......................... .. -lOp ea 

PVC tube (black) S.5mm- ............................... ... ........ ..Wp n 

6.35mm · • · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -45p n 
• (clear) Bmm · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · ·-- · ·- ·- · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · <4Spfi 

Shock tcord (blaclc). · .. · .. · .. · ........ · · · · .. · .... · .. · · · · · · ...... · .. 60p mtr 

Rubberbaods · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •· · · · · · · -7Sptto 
Tpicccs3mmcross&4mm down ······ .. ···························· 20pea 
Dibednls)mm. 4mm. & 4.7Smm · .. · ......... · .. · · ................ t8pea 

5mm. 6mm. & 6.3Smm-- .. · · ............ · · · .. · · • ........ · 28pea 

Ferrules5.5mm&S.9mm· · · .. · · · · · · .. · .. · · · · · .. · · .... · .. · · · · · .. · .. 80pea 
8mm bmss ........................................... £1.15 

AMERJCANCROSS- LOK 401b · · · · .. · · · · · · .... · · .. · .. · · · · · · · .. · .. ..Opea 
SNAPS&SWIVElS IOOib· · .. · .... · .. · .......... · .... · .... · · .. -- 50pea 

I SOib· · · · · · · • · · • · · · • · · • · · · · · • • · · · • · · · · · · · · · · 60pea 

115Jb. • · · · · • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · ·70p ea 
BaD bcarincawi¥Cts pac.k or J.. • · .. · .......... · .. · .... · .... • .... · • £2.80 

(tea stainless Steel bcarin&sper awiliCO 

Tubular plastic tail ··· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 6p mtr 
NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW 
Multicoloured ripstoptobalar tall 54n · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • • · · £9.95 
Great for us in& with lk:Jifoils 

Dro~J~C 1110aO · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · £2.30 
• med ................................................ . £299 

lie · · ·• · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · • • · · · · · £5.45 
Khcatakc(amall} .. · .. · .. • .... • · · .... · .. · · · · .. · · · · · .. · · · · .... · · .. 45pca 

Cot:t.crcwcm11Ddanchor -- · · · · .. • · .. · · · · · .. · · .. · · · · · .. · · • · • .. • £299 
Saodatab · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · £1 .15 
STAKE TAilS (multicoloarcd ripstop) .......................... · ... . 99pea 

(oo more lost stakes) 
Leather palmed Oyinc &lo~~CS .................................... £ 2.20 

JUte Flyers suo paascs .. · · · .. · .. · .. · · .. · · .. · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. £ 5.99 
l{jte Oyen belt~oc band OYin& or two kites at ooce- · · •.. · ..•.... · .. · · £6.35 

HaodlcsmaU· · · · .. · · .. · · · · · · · .. · .. · .. · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · 25pca 

lie · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · SOp ea 
SPECIAL OFFER 
Floiii'CICCnt rainbowOYin& stlaps· · · · · · · · · · .. · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · £ 4.99pr 
Heavy duty padded llrin&stnps· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • • • · • · · · • · · · · · · £13.95 

Skyc:lawblaok · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · £13.50 
Halo winder 6"· · .... · · .. · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · .. · · · · · · · · • .. · • · · · · · · · £ I. 15 
Rio& reel amaU · · .... · · .. · .. · .. · · · · · · .. · · -- · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · £ 2.20 

• • lie • · · · · · · · · · · · · ·. · · .... · · ·. · · .. · .... · · · · · • · • · · · · · £350 
Moran wioder- · · · · · · · · _..,...,.._., · · · · • · · · • • · · · • • • · · • · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · £ 3.49 

• Q•d winder·... . . . . . • . . • • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . £ 5.99 

Uoe equalizer · · · • · · · · · · · · · • · • • · · · · · • · · · · · • · · · · • · · · · · · · • · · · · · £ 5.95 
Bridle liDc(Bt.c:k)· · .. • · · · .. · · • • · · • .... · • · ........ · · · · · .... · .. ·.. lOp mtt 

Slllckio& linea .... - . ......... .. ...................... .... ..... £ 1.99 ect 

(Pkue ~PCeifY leadiJJ& od&c le oath of kite) 

Sapcr&(Dc ·-- · ·-- · · ·----- · - · · ·- ·- · ·-- ·---- · .......... ·--- ·- ·-- 99p 
Die lllcc~ ba&(tipatop) · · • · · · · · · · · · · ...... · .... · ............ • · · £I. SO 

·u ~ox oyloo) ........ ---- .. .. · · · -- · .. • · .. · £1.99 
,........,c=AN~==N"='o~c=K:---1 JUteron ..•.....•......................... £19.95 

Tbe perfect way to trai1Sp0rtud view 

kites apto 16SO mm folded le0&1h-

Flex.ifoil video- · .. · · · · .. · -- · · · · · · · ............ · .. · · · · £1 2.95 
• T- abirt M/UXL· · · -- ... · .. · -- ...... -- · ...... £9.50 
• Sweatsbirt XL · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · • · · · · · · · £11.50 
• Waterprooffully lined jacket· - · · · · - · · · · · · · · · - · · • · • · · · · £89.90 

Oamiroid windspced "'ditec:tioo indicatJJr- · ·- · · · · • • · • • • · • • · £24.99 

Grceos line ferry. . · · · · . - · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - · • · · · · · · · · . £13.95 
Teddy bear I o·, harness & 15" parachute · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · £16.50 
35mm Camen mouot · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · £29. 98 
Hotuwe&Ttp(gu) .............. -- ............ ··· ·• .... £29.95 

JC.JTI:: UNE 

BRAIDED POLYESTER 

2SOftx551b· .. ·- .. · · · · .. · £3.95 2SOfix551b· · · · .. · · .. · · · · £3.95 
2SOftxiiOI~ --·--···--·· £S.4S 2SOfixll0lb---- -- -- · -- · £5.45 
2SOnx2401b- -- .... · · · .. • £6.95 2SOfix2401b-- · · · .. · · -- .. £6.95 
I 000 x5001b-- .. · · · · · · .. £22.95 I 000 x5001b- · .. -- • .. · · • £22.95 

I q (approx 41 OOmts) 8 q line Twisted- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · £24.00 
I q (approx 2700mts) I 5 q line· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · £28.00 

DYNEEMA 

300 n x so tb III1Siced .. - · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · • · .. · · · o u 5 
300fixiSOib • ............................... . ..... £13.50 

300fix2001b • .................................. ·· £11.25 

300 nx300 lb • .................................... · £18.7S 

300ftx5001b " ...................................... £32.00 

1 so nxao lblllccwd · .. · .. · • · · · · · .. · · · · .. · · · · · · · .. · .. · · · · · a .2s 

150fixiSOib" ···•··•· ·· · ······ ····· ·· ··•···•· • · ···· £8.25 

1SOfix2001b • 

ISOftx3001b • 

1 so nx500 lb • 

······················· ·····•·•••····· £11 .50 
...................•...••............. £12.50 

. . .......... .. .................. . ..... £19.50 

SLEEVING amaD. medium & 1up - · · · ·- · · -- · · · · · · · · · · ·- ·-- · · · 30p mlr 

JC.JTI:: JOTS 

E"t~Cryth.io& ,va occd to man a kite including inltractiooa 
Ideal for be&inoc:n or a creat &if\ to iotrodacc: a friend to the sport 

SLED £3.7S 
MALAY £4.85 
DELTA £5.45 
BOX £1.95 

FULLSIZEDELTA WINGS1UNTJQTE 0 9.95 

SPARS SPARS SPARS SPARS 

FLEXIFOIL 

1/8tbx36"···--· · --·----· 25pca 
31l6th x36' -- .. · .. · .. · · .. 30pea 
l/4x36" ... ··· ···· ·· ... · 35pea 

AFC Shafts 0.22" xiOcm £2.66 

Nocb for Bc:mao 
udAFC 
SOp each 

6ft spa.rc:omplcte- .... - ..... £1 0.45 
Halfapar ................ £5.10 
Ferule ooly · · • • • · • · • · · · · · · £1 .45 

J(JTE LIGIITS 

BEMANUJuali&bt 5.5mm- · ·- · · £2.29 ea 
5.91111D· · · · · · £2.52 ea 
6.3mm··· ···£27Sea 

S trin& ohupc:r bri&bt li&h 11 io a 
elcarplastic tube £8.99 

BUDGET SPARS 

Fibrqlus solid 

I.Smm x2.5 mtr-- · .. · 85p 
2mmx2.5 mer -- .... · 85p 
)mm x2.S mtr-- .. · · £1 .JO 
4mm x 2.5 llllr· · · · · · ·· £I ..SO 
5mmx2Smtr -·----· 0 .80 
6.35 x 2.5 mtr· · · · · · · • £2.50 

CarbooTube 
5.5mm x2S :ntr· · · • · · £5.50 
6.35mmx2.Smtr----· £7.96 
I mm x 2S mtr -- · .. · · £9..50 

Note 

Fibrq!us tube 

6.35mm x 2S mtr· · · · · · · · · £.2.00 
8mmx2S mtc · · · · · · · • · £2.50 
9.5mm x2..S mtr · · · - · · · · £2.70 
12Smm x2.5 mtr .. ·- · .. · O..SO 

CubooSolid 
1.51111D x2.5 mtr -- · £2.05 
2mm x25 mtr .. · .. £2.15 
lm.m x2.S 10111· • • • • • • £4.2S 
4mm x 2.5 mtr· · · · · · · £5.50 
8mmxl.Omtt · •·· £8.70 

1.5 • 2mm wi1 be coiled and posted ID ooc: piece.. 1bc maxionamlcq1h for postin& 
aiza abo¥C 2mm is 1.5 1111L Pk:uc: npplyc:.aio& aizrs and - will cut to size prior to 
PCIItm&. 

, I , I " " I CAiOOAGE' cAJWAoE CARiuAGi CAiitAGE I I I I , , • , 

' ' 
' ADD 0 PER ORDER. WE Will. REFUND IFT!m IS TOO MUCH 
· ~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

~ 6 6a Church St, Bridgtown ~6 _M6 J.12 

KITES Cannock, WSll 3DB 



KJTES KJTE5 KITES KITES 

HJGHFL YERS:- Wtld ThaJI& • · • £1 S.9S Speed Thana. . ..... £29 99 
Sprite · ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · £39.99 ClubSpcc:IJ'e ........ £49.99 
Club Sport · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · £69.99 Club Spirit. . . . . . £19.99 
Shadow ....... · · · · · · · · · · · -£19.99 Team Spirit ......... £99.99 
Air- C rafls:- Zonda S+ · · • · · · · · · £29.99 Whisper •........... £37.SO 

Zcpber 70 Carbon- · · · · · · · · · • · · · £62.9S Gem Carbon ....... £59.SO 
Sport90 . . .................. £98.00 Compound Bird ..... £89.SO 

Flewnit - HotSbot4· · · · · · · · · · · · £4S.SO 
Splitz.t Qtattto · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · £79. 7S 
Superl 0 - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · £1 25.00 
lmpllbe. · · .................. · · £7S.OO 

Hi&hlyS~- 3- 11 SL · · · · · · · · • £149.00 
Checkmate ··············· · ·· · £179.00 

Stacker . ........... . £59.9S 
Pro-Team B .......• . .£1 I 0.25 
Hyperll ........•.. £29S.OO 
Scorpion · · · · · · · · • · · £1 25.00 

3- 11 Sport··· · ····· .£1 S9.00 

Quadrifoil:- lsq mtr· · · · · · • · · · · · £170.00 3 aq mtr- ..... . .. . . • £270.00 
4 sq mtr · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · £340.00 

Slpla Parafoils:- 1.8 IQ mtr · · • · · · £119.00 

Far Oat- Miunl · · • · · • • · • • • · · · · £79.90 L.A. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 09.00 

New York · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · £170.00 

Fizz- Pbantom • · · · · · · · · · · · · • · £125.00 SwaUowtall · · · · · · · · · £125.00 
Hi&b Profile • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . £1 30.00 

The kites shown here are just aselcctioo of the kites we normally have in 
stock. We have one of the la.rgest selections of kites on display in ours hop 
so wbynol pay us a visitor phone fora quotation onanykile not shown. 
Our shop is open weekdays excluding Wednesday I 0- 5.30 and Saturday 
I 0-5.00. 

We are very easy to gel to jusl3 miles from j.lnction 11 or I 2oflhe M6.1o 
addition to the kites we have mostoftbe replacement paJ1s.. 

Rare Air:- Sky Rat 
Flash Ani!CI 

Powecbo~~~C:- Jau: 
Blade 

£S9.00 
£1SS.OO 

£29.9S 
£89.9S 

FlubRat 
Pro Air Cbeeta.b 

Storm 
Edae 

£10S.OO 
£13S.OO 

£39.9S 
£99.9S 

BEGINNERS STARTER PACK 

Lapwin& £59.9S 
Team £199.9S 

I SOib x3001\ Dyoccma. straps, winder. stake, a take-tails with 
instructions £23 (other breakin& atmins awllable) 

KITE LIGKI'S. Strio&ofluperbficbtli&bts in a 
clear plaatic tube £1.99 

BOOKS 

IGtc CookerySq\llld.roD Leader Doo Duo ford. . . . . £3.99 
Stwlt Kites to Make&Fly ..... . •.............. .£1 4.9S 
Book of Kites. Paul.t; Helenc Morpo. . . • . . . . . . . £10.99 
American Kite Map zinc. ...•................. £3.SO 

IUGGUNG EQUIPMENT .t; AIR TO"iS ETC 

More Balls Thao M01t Gilt Seta £14.SO 
Beao BasSet . . .. . ... . .. . .. . £3.9S 
or 3 for .........•.......... .£1 1.00 
Glowbap ........•......... £6.00 ea 
Beach Clubs- •. . ..... . ...... £8.9S ea 
Ci.rcasCiub- ..• . ...... . .... .£1 4.SO ea 
SllmtStick .•........ . .... .. £1 O.SO 
Complete Jaulin& Book- • . ... .£1 0.00 

ScpemteJU&&lin& baU •...•. . £4 ea 
Re-bound ball .•......•... £4.SO ea 
Diablo . . ....... . ...•.•.. £11.25 
Earoc:tub . . .. •.•..•....... £13.SO 
Sol\.t;Safetetofthn:c club - • .£1 6.SO 
s pIon in& Pia te . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.25 

Whitewiop Gliders:- Tri-Liou Series. . . . £2..99 ea 
FutmeorFli&bttet. ................. . £14.99 

BOOMERANGS 

BoomemQ&S(indoor) £4.00 F DD filii ...... £5.00 
Radraap ... . . . . .. . £6.40 Hornet ... . .•. £7.90 FireOy- · .. .£1 3.00 
Scar Searcher . ..... . .. £9.00 Aussic Fl)'Cr ... £13.00 
Albatroa ....... . ... £23.00 Raoamuter . .. £23.00 

·INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE ON ANY ORDER 
OVER £1 SO.OO 

Pbooe usoo Monday with theJGt.cs oCyomc:boice 
aod yoa can be Oyina them oo Friday. 

E~LE J Stack oftbn:e F1exifoUSpUIZ and lioes ell:. 

-----~!~~&!~~~!~~~!~~!~-----

KI1CS KITES KITES KITES 

W"mdy.- Mini Bat £5.99 Bluebird £S.99 
Bat& Bluebird triple packs LlS.99 s-now £9.99 
Lo..c Heart .£1 S.99 Seaaull-" Larae Bat £1 2.99 
Kat £26.9S fiYin& Flower £14.9S 
Cody g7.SO 

Whider Clarke's llcwi'IIICf S.9S £1.20 
Rota- Tabe £17.49 MaaicTail £11 .9 S 

SpioJJin& W"md Sock:- 1 mtr £6.00 lmtr £14.00 3 mtr £29.9S 

Duofords:- Fan IUIIcs £1.99 £2.99 .t; £3.99 

Sled £3.99 Delta £8.99 HemldStuoter £4.99 

Stio&rayStater £9.99 UFO- JO Junior £4.99 

G rccos:- Classic Keel 
s llpll Delta 

£&.9S WID&CdBox £10.7S 
£1 0.4S Mep Delta £21.9S 

hmfoils:- Size I 
Codyl79"xSI" 

£24.SO Sizz: 2 £46.99 Size 3 £79.80 
£1BS.OO WneRolcbku £70.00 

IF ITS NOTONTIDS PRICE LIST 
1HAT DOESN'T MEAN WE DON'TSTOCX IT OR CAN'T GET IT 

OUR STOCKS ARE INCREASING ALL TIIE11ME 

SPECIAL DISCOUNT FOR KITE SOCIETY MEMBERS 
casb orcbeqae - kite pllr'Chasesooly 

7.S~ DISCOUNT- PLUS NO CHARGE FOR CARRIAGE 
OD kit.e ooly orden 0\ICC £2S.00 

ESTES ROCKETS 

S tarteuets:-

R.cc:oo 1.. ............ £19.99 
Sizzler ......... ..... £24.99 

Alpha 11 L. ... £19.99 
America . . ...• £19.99 

Eo&ioes:- Set ort.bcee 

A .t; size £2.99 C size £3.SO D size £S.SO 

C AR.RIAGECAR.R.IAGECAR.RIAGECAR.R.IAGE 

ADD £3 PER ORDER. WE WILL REFUND IF TillS IS TOO MUCH 
CalriaF oo kites 011er £25.00 is FREE 

CarriaF oo Bugics is £1 0.00 

INTRODUCING TilE NEW 'SIDEWINDER' KITE BUGGY 
rrom CANNOCK ICI'IES 

Astroo&allStaioJCSJ Steel Kite B~~CJY. 25mmSISc:busisand front forks. 20mm 
SIS side restraint pre~~Cot.ifl&ac:c:identalc:ootact with wheels. Fully adjustable 
SO mm Oouresceot rainbow web bin& acat Six foot- rest fain& postioos mab the 
But&Ysaitable foranyooe. Star- lot wuberoo Jtc:erin& bead pre~ts folD from 
becomin& detached from cbusls e'IICD lffiXin& out works loose. Adjustable 
steeriD& bead tension aod st.eerio& lock restR:to11 Quick fiXaod release wbcds 
eao not be o..crtidlteoed. RobberJtc:erin& bead co¥Crforeum afety. Smooth 
lines and &ood looks. 

ACCESSORIES 

ALL TillS FORONLY£299.00 

Please check oo awilability tftm¥Cll.in& to lhop 
CARRIAGE for mail ordercastomen £10.00 

Rear mount.in&pdaet bq .£1 2.9S 
Malti-Caoc:tiooc:ompater(nitableforanybag:y) £26.9S 
Armaflexpadd..in&andc:oloarco- onliaatodcollera £7 .9S 
Safetybclmetwitbcbinpard £27.9S 

Knee padl £7.99 Elbow pads 

SIDEWINDER T - SIUrts£6.99 

£7.25 

B~~gYa ~allable with 6 months INTEREST FREE CREDIT 

Bugy.t;allac:cessories : DEPOST 39.00 
Collowed by6 mootblypaymcotlof £.S8.SO 

TOTAL PRICE 090.00 

ORIF BOUGHTASTOTALPACUGEWITIIKITEOFYOURCHOICE 
attilable with 9 MON'IHS INI'EREST FREE CREDIT 

EXAMPLE 
Complete packaF uabo¥C PWS 
3 mtrQUADRIFOILaod UNES 

Dep £69 & llx 69.00 Total £690.00 
CANNOCK 

0543 - 5731 77 ~ 
KITES 



I don't know why Indian paper kites are called fighters. I fly them for about 25 hours week and only at 
kite festivals for about half an hour do 1 use the kites for 'fighting'. For the rest of the time I am deriving 
a lot of fun by just playing with the kite, enjoying the control and 'accidentally' buzzing other fliers. In 
In~ they would not know what is meant by 'fighter'. What we here call a fight is called a 'tangle' there. 
While there I was often invited to have a 'tangle' and heard several fliers say 'that was a good tangle'. I 
accept that the kites will still be referred to as 'fighters' by many, but i 'm sure 'Indian Fun Kites' more 
accurately describes them. At Blackheath on Easter Sunday the Channel 4 cameraman came to see me after 
his day•s ~g and asked to learn how to fly my kites, which he said had fascinated him more than the 

, kites he had seen during the day. After 10 minutes, he was controlling the kite with a boyish grin all over 
his face. He said that he hadn't enjoyed himself so much for a very long time. This is quite a common 
reaction to flying an Indian Fun Kite. 

COME AND LEARN 

Currently there are about 1000 people enjoying flying these fun kites, though most of them confine their 
flying to parks and open areas where they live. Over the last year I have realised that some people thought 
I jealously guarded my knowledge of how to fly these kites. Several expressed surprise at my willingness 
to spend time teaching them and others admitted they had only plucked up the courage to ask after seeing 
others being taught. 

I invite any fliers, who want to learn to fly an Indian Fun Kite, to contact me at any kite festival or by 
telephoning me at home on 0780 86389. I live in Rutland in the East Midlands and would be happy to spend 
time with anyone who happens to be in my area and wants to join me in flying. With the right wind 
conditions anyone could be flying and controlling the kite in 15 minutes. 

PROPOSED TRIP TO INDIA 

J am considering a trip to India in November to attend the kite festival which happens during the week of 
the religious festival of Diwali. The festival culminates in a day of kiteflying when the sky is filled with 
thousands of kites all tangling with each other over the rooftops of the city of Lucknow, which is 
acknowledged as the capital of kiteflying in India. All the kites will be the traditional Indian paper variety. 

If anyone is interes~ed in joining me on this trip please contact me at any kite festival or by phone. The 
itinerary should include a trip around the wholesale kite bazaars of Delhi, then onto Lucknow to see 
kitemakers at work, manjha makers working on the roadside and Indian reels being made. You would meet 
members of the Lucknow Kite Oub who only tangle at enormous distances. You could watch them tangle, 
pick up some tips and maybe have a go too. I hope you will see the small boys chasing the losing kite and 
catching and keeping the falling line. You would see the catching kites which are flown with knotted wire 
to catch the losing kite before it comes within the range of the boys with their various catching methods. 
There will be lots of time spent flying from the rooftops and experiencing the excitement and mayhem that 
typifies kiteflying in India. 

I estimate the cost to be around £700 with perhaps an extra £300 for any excursions to Agra to see the Taj 
Mabal and to the famous city of Jalpur. The costs are a conservative estimate and could be less, though we 
will be staying in a top class hotel. 

Contact Stafford on 00780 86389 . 

.. ) .,.. .: . . 



K I T E S 

Wild Thang - GRP 
Speed Thang 
Acro Racer 
Wild Thang Sprite 
Wild Thang - CF 
Club Spectre 
Club Sport 
Club Spirit 
Shadow 3 
Team Spirit 

FLEX I FOIL 

Hot Shot 
Stacke r 
Sp I It z 
Pro-Team 8 
Super 10 
Impulse 
Scorpion 

HIGHLY STRUNG 

£13.40 
£Zb. 75 
£14.30 
£35.75 
£17.75 
£45 . 00 
£02.00 
£78.00 
£85.00 
£87.00 

£44.50 
£57.0 0 
£75.00 
£105.00 
£120.00 
£08.00 
£105.00 

The REVOLUTION continues 

REVOLUTION 1 '\• 6 " wingspan 
Classlc,handles 6 manual 
Inc. £178.00 
Ralnbow,handles 6 manual 
Inc . £Zlo . OO 

REVOLUTION 2 b' wtngspan 
Basle, handles 6 manual 
Inc . £100.00 
Classlc,handles 6 manual 
Inc . £115.00 
Rainbow.handles 6 manual 
Inc. £135.00 

REV VIDEO £ 14.00 
REV POSTER £ 3.60 

AIR-CRAFTS 

Zonda 54 £ 
Whisper £ 
Zonda70-GBP£ 
Zepher 70 £ 

3 - 1 1 SL £135.00 Gem £ 

2 b. 7 5 
34 . 75 
37.75 
55.00 
53.00 
88.00 3 - 11 Spar t £145.00 Sport 0 £ 

Checkmate £162.00 

NOTICE: 
ABOVE IS A SELECTION OF 
AVAILABLE STOCK-WHATEVER 
YOUR REQUIREMENTS 
RING/WRITE FOR QUOTE. 

QUADRIFOlL 
2sq. mtr £170 . 00 
3sq. mtr £265 . 00 

FAR OUT 
Miami £ 75.50 
L.A. Cut £ 77 . 00 
New York £165 . 00 

L 1 N E, H A N D L E S 

DYNEEMA LINE -
50ib X 150ft 
8 0 I b x· 1 50 f t 
150)b X 150ft 
200lb x 150ft 
500lb X 150ft 

SHANTI SPECTRA 
801b X )50ft 
)501b X )50ft 
200Ib X 150ft 
5001b x 150ft 

Pre Sleeved 
£ 5.80 
£ 1>.75 
£ 7.50 
£10.50 
£17.00 

L 1 NE -Sieeved 
£11.50 
£11 . 50 
£1 4. 50 
£27 . 00 

POLYFLYTE LINE-handles 
55 I b x 1 2 5 ( t Pair £ 4 • 7 5 
751b X 125ft " £ 5.75 
lo5lb x 125ft " £11.50 

SLEEVING KITS 
Sma I I 5 0 1 b- 8 0 I b £ 3 • 0 0 
MrlluruuUO lb-200 lb £ 3 . 50 
Large 2751b plus£ 3.50 

HANDLES 6 STRAPS 
Sky - Claw £11.00 
Heavy duty hanile £ 2.25 
Light handle £ 0.75 
Light StrapsP.Ur £ 5.50 
Light Pad:led Straps " £ b • 0 0 

A C C E S S 0 R I E S 

GADGETS 
MORAN Line Equalizer 

£ 4 . 7 5 
CAREY Ground Stake 

£ 2.25 
Sand Stake 20 " 

£ I . 0 5 
KITE TRAVEL BAGS 
Big B' Stard £37.50 
Wild Thang £15.00 
TOTL Slllelle bag £ 3 . 7 5 

~~e~~~E-----~-!:~~-
NoTicE: 
Good Used Kites For 
SALE and WANTED! 
Write / Ring For Lists 
If you're selling 
drop us a line. 

Please add £1.50 for 
P 6 P on all orders ...................... 
: 8\ DISCOUNT for 
:KITE SOCIETY MEMBERs: 

••••••••••• • ••••••••• 

Send for Free Price Lists sae to:
For Detailed catalogue of details 
of this months OFFER send SOp + 
sae to: 

Tel: 0432 342o'H 
Fax: 0 4 3 2 3 54 0 2 8 

For assistance 6 advice 
7 days a week anytlme 

A New Range of High Quality Stunt Kites 
Send 1st class stamp for details 

PETER HALL 
KITE DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION 

33 Than et Lodge, 10 Mapesbury Road , London NW2 4JA 
Telephohe & Fax 081 451 7337 



Well 1993 looks to be producing a bumper crop of pins, with quite a few more to come before the end of 
the season. 

We have had another Kite PIN Hotline but not a Pinseeker so David is gaining! In the K.P.H. David talks 
of discovering a 7" cloisonne Fighter pin- now l bet thats one Tony Slater hasn't got! Well anyway it cost 
$90 and even Gomberg didn't buy it! The K.P.H. contains its usual list of Pin goodies. It is well worth 
subscribing, the address is: The Kite Pin Hotline, Box 113 Neotsu , Oregon 97364, U.S.A. Fax 010 1 503 
994 9692. 

Whilst in the U.K. we have a host of new pins:-

The Kent Kite Klub pin has finally arrived and very nice it is too. There are two sorts, same Rokkaku shape, 
one with red lettering and white background, of which there are 100 and these cost £3.00 to members and 
£3.50 to non members. The limited edition pin of 50 is white lettering on red background and these cost 
£4.00 plus - so you better have something good to swop! Contact David Clements, 93 Farmfield Road, 
Downham, Bromley, Kent BRl 4NE. A second limited edition will be issued this year with a background 
colour of blue - leading eventually to a complete rainbow. 

The Poole kitetliers badge is good looking too - it sports a stunt kite and a dolphin on a white background, 
cost £3.50, 100 produced. 

The Weymouth International Beach Kite Festival pin is pretty much the same as '92 except for the change 
of colour- 300 of these were produced and sold out. So you have to track this one down. 

The Brighton Kite Fliers have also produced a fine badge in black and gold. 

The Skybums mega pins are now in stock and they are rumoured to be very similar to a "Jim' ll Fix It" 
medal , need we say more! 

Finally something special for the U.K. The first five colour series of pins for the Kite Society convention 
so check it out in Bristol and extend your pin collection by 5. These will only be available at the Convention 
so don't try us before that. 

But I have left the best for last, if there was a prize for the best looking pin the new White Horse Kite Fliers 
pin. It comes in two metal colours silver and gold. The "pin" comes in two pieces, a first for the U.K., one 
half is a rokkaku pin and the other is a White Horse Kite Fliers windsock. This is attached to the first pin 
by a silver or gold wire. There were 100 of the silver pins and 50 of the gold pin and these are well worth 
tracking down. 

To support the U.K. team entries in the World cup there will, once again be a U.K. Challenge Pin. There 
will be a 100 each of blue and red which can be purchased from Martin Thomas at Leading Edge. There 
are also 50 white which will not be directly on sale, but will be available in various auctions etc. 

Calling all Pin Collectors, don't forget the PIN PRA IT Challenge to be held during the Convention at 
Bristol, ~ould you be the one to topple Dingley Dell from his pinnacle!. Seriously come and display your 
pins, prizes for the best worn display and static display. Remember it doesn't have to be big to win! Special 
pin prizes ... see you there. 
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Saturday 28th and Sunday 29th August. 

This festival is being jointly run by the Kite Society of Great Britain and Portsmouth City Council. The 
festival site is Southsea Common, a large grassed area with many local facilities inclpding a leisure centre, 
so there is plenty to keep non iliers happy. 

The festival itself will have the usual range of displays and competitions, including a Portsmouth Rokkaku 
Challenge as well as a round of the U.K. Rokkaku Challenge, and there will be an Altitude Race as well 
as a Blindfold Stunt event. We hope to have a good mix of overseas guests, including a large European 
contingent, as well as iliers from the U. S. including Stretch Tucker, George Peters and hopefully Peter Lynn 
from New Zealand will also be able to attend. So we have all ingredients for a first rate festival. , 

Kite Society members will have their own reserved car park but to take advantage of this Kite Society 
members need to apply for a car pass from us. Don' t forget SAE required for Car Passes. 

Accommodation for the event has been arranged in the local University Halls of Residence which are sited 
on the edge of the common. Cost for this accommodation is £12.95 per person. Both single and double 
rooms are available (but the doubles ate in short supply so book early). To book this contact Julie Yelf on 
0705 843178. There are plenty other hotels and Bed & Breakfast establishments in the area, here is list of 
some of the nearest:-

Crest Hotel, Southsea, tel 0705 827651. 
Queens Hotel, Clarence Parade, Southsea, tel 0705 822466. 
Sandringham Hotel, Clarence Parade, Southsea, tel 0705 826969. 
Seacrest Hotel, South Parade, Southsea, tel 0705 733192. 
Solent Hotel, South Parade, Southsea, tel 0705 875566. 
Stacey Court Hotel, Clarence Parade, Southsea, tel 0705 826827. 
Saville Hotel, Clarence Parade, Southsea, tel 0705 822491. 
Bristol Hotel, Clarence Parade, Southsea, tel 0705 821815. 

For details of other hotels and camping sites you should contact the Portsmouth Tourist Office on 0705 
826722. 

For the Saturday evening there is a get together arranged in the Pyramid Leisure Centre (which is situated 
a few hundred yards south of the common) nibbles will be provided and there will be full menus available 
for those who so wish, there is an extension to the bar unti112.00 o'clock so there should be no excuse for 
kitefliers not to come along and socialise. 

Kite traders are welcome on the site and contrary to some rumours that are doing the rounds it will cost 
£75.00 for the two days no matter how large or small their stall. If you wish to trade please contact the Kite 
Society. 

The Event will also be part of The International Spinal Research Trust 'FLY 93 Liftoff appeal and there 
will be an arena where sponsored kites can be flown. 

And for those of you who attended last year we can promise you a better P.A . but the wind .. . . well thats 
beyond even us! 



For Sale: Waldorf Giant Box £50; Martin Lester 
Space Shuttle £50; Six 6 foot Flexifoils £45 each. 

Telephone 0603 31964 evenings. 

Wanted: Benson Bee. Also have for sale a couple of 
parafoils - only flown a few times. Will consider 
swapping for a large Cody or anything else you may 
have. Contact 071 251 1021 or write to Kite Addict, 
16 Marie LLoyd House, Murray Grove, London N 1 
7PU. 

Wanted: Back issues of The Kiteflier, Kite Lines, 
Kite Tales, Drachen. Please contact Dr. Ihsan A. 
Al-Zanki on 0527 502324. 

For sale or swap: Action Kites Sky Dart, 
fluorescent pink/yellow complete, spare cross bar 
and case in good condition flown twice - £23 .00; 
Greens Stuntfoil softy kite, a soft 45" wide stunt 
kite without any spars, multicoloured 
pink/green/blue/black/white, never flown £25.00; 
Dan Leigh Classic Delta green/blue as new £16.00. 

Contact Roger Hazelgrove 0895 253184 after 6pm. 

For Sale, Martin Lester single line 'Shark' (10 foot) 
and 'Pink Flam I ngo' (92 price £160 each) as new 
- £90 each o .n .o or a deal on 8 foot + Flexifoil. 
Ring 0425 474979. 

Found by the local police after the Weymouth Kite 
Festival 92" span black delta, for further details 
please contact Steve Dav~~ Weymouth Leisure Dept. 
Tel 0305 772444. 

Hyou want to advertise in this column, it is free 
and we just need to have your copy with us by 
the 15th September for the October issue. 

Send your ads to: 

The Kite Society 
P.O. Box 2274 
Gt Horkesley 
Colchester 
C064AY 

ADD ON PACKS AVAILABLE 

Manufactured and distributed by RSM Leisure Company 
35 Burley Grove, Downend. Bristol BS16 SQB. Great Britain. 
© RSM Leisure Co. 1991. 



FROM THE PRESS 

Paul Hetherington sent us the following from the 
Camberly News and Mail (or is the Hitch Hikers 
Guide to the Galaxy?). 

"The former home of pioneering aviator Sam Cody 
is to be demolished to make way for a new 
roundabout. Now his great grandsons are trying to 
find a home for his trophies, memorabilia and the 
large amount of paperwork and photographs that 
make up the first chapter of British aviation history. 

His great grandsons are hoping that the memorabilia 
can be found a home where it can go on show to the 
public. 

Mr Peter Cody told the Mail "There has never been 
a public display of these items, despite great interest 
in Samuel Cody by local people and historians". 

KITE VIDEO 

The Mail Order Kite Company has a video of the 
eight man team (Extreme) and also the fifteen man 
mega ballet which took place at the British Nationals 
at Weston Super Mare, 12th and 13th of June 1993. 
We have set both programmes to music and the tape 
is about 15 minutes long. 

If you would like to see this spectacular, which we 
believe to be the only one available, then please 
send us a blank video tape (VHS only) and a cheque 
to cover production cost and postage and packing 
for £8.00. Included in the cost is a £1.00 donation 
to S.T.A.C.K. (U.K.). Alternatively we can supply 
a video tape for an extra £2.00. Please bear in mind 
we are not professionals and our videoing is not 
perfect!!! 

Orders to The Mail Order Kite Co, 8 MacauJey 
A venue, Portsmouth, Hampshire P06 4NZ. 

GROUPS NEWS 

Colne Kite Flyers: Is there anyone interested in the 
formation of a new kite group to serve the 

.PIE.CES \. 

Mid/North Essex region, to be known as 'Colne 
Kite Flyers'. We are looking for active kiteflyers 
interested in team and competitive flying, power 
kiting crazies, buggy drivers, single line flyers etc, 
etc. Just anyone looking for a go ahead group to fly 
locally, visit kite festivals, take part in team 
rokkaku events, team flying etc, and basically have 
fun. No club or joining fees to pay. 

Anyone interested please contact Stephen Howard at 
Force Nine Kites, 257 Old Road, Clacton-on-Sea, 
C015 3LU or give him a call on 0255 420779. 

The South Hams Kite Club is growing in numbers. 
At a recent fly-in we had 14 kites flying. The club 
has been called upon to give talks at schools, youth 
clubs and local village activities including small 
workshops. 

Shotild you come to South Devon for your holidays 
we would be pleased to see you. The si.te is 
excellent for kite flying, 700' above sea level, out 
in the country, true wind, stunning views of the 
Devon countryside what more could you wish for? 

Buy yourself an O.S. Landranger 202 map and 
pinpoint the site on N.G.R. 716 520 or ring me 
(Norman Parker) on 0548 531645. The cream teas 
are very good too! 

A new kite group is being formed based around the 
Ipswich area. The man behind the idea is Roland 
Ellis and reports so far indicate a great deal of 
interest. 

They recently held a meeting to decide the format of 
the club and we will give you details in the next 
issue. 

RETAIL NEWS 

"Cunning Stunts", Salisbury's new kite and juggling 
shop will be opening it's doors in the next few 
weeks catering for all kiting and juggling needs plus 
quite a few other surprises too! 
The shop will be situated in George Mall, Salisbury 
(next to Marks and Spencers). 



BITS AND PIECES 

"Cunning Stunts" will be run by Martin, Neil, 
Glynn and Toby, all of whom aim to make the shop 
more of an experience rather than any old specialist 
shop. Our motto being "Have a good time - all of 
the time". See you all there! 

A new kite maker Paul Carrier has set up business 
in Weymouth, called Carrier Quality Kite he 
produces a range of standard single and two line 
kites. Postal address is r/o 2 Chelmsford Street, 
Weymouth, Dorset DT4 7HR. Tel 0305 760812. 
Fax 0305 776754. 

A new shop in Lincoln has just opened called Potty 
Porters Kite and Juggling Shop, 5 Ingleman Place, 
The Lawn, Union Road, Lincoln LNl 3BU. Tel 
0522 544611 . As the name suggests they sell both 
kites and juggling equipment. 

Two new kite businesses in Basingstoke one a mail 
order kite company called Kites Up producing a 
range of Kites and accessories, kite clothing. Kites 
are also repaired and made to order. Contact Roy on 
0256 812487 or 0256 21859. 

The other business is called 'Kiss the Sky' this is a 
shop stocking a range of all kinds of kites. 
Crockford Lane, Chineham, Basingstoke, Rants 
RG24 ONA. Tel 0256 814138. Fax 0256 55655 . 

Flight Fantastic have moved to Bakers Yard, 
Alphinbrook Road, Marshbarton, Exeter. Telephone 
0392 221643. 

Peter Hall advertises his range of high quality stunt 
kites for the first time in this issue of the magazine. 
Designed to provide ultimate performance for the 
intermediate and experienced flier, all his kites have 
exceptionally smooth and almost silent flight. They 
offer great precision and control and have the ability 
to perform a wide range of manoeuvres. Peter 
trained as a graphic designer before turning to work 
in three dimensions. He has found kite design and 
construction a natural progression, and an ideal 
combination of the two kinds of work. 

Manfred Kluge has written to say "Besides pins I 

occasionally import Gennan made kites. At the 
moment TWIN (4 liner) is new. Also available are 
"sail only" of various kites (i.e. Team High Fly -
Silent Dart)". For more information contact 15 
Woodlands Drive, Colsterworth, Lines NG33 5NH. 
Telephone 0476 860101. 

Noel and lrene Spiller have written to say that they 
are in the process of opening an additional outlet 
which will specialise in kites of all types, juggling 
equipment, outdoor games and other associated 
items. They say that kite flying is in its infancy in 
Ireland and they aim to do something about it. 

Write to them at 13 Belmont Road, Belfast BT4 
2AA or phone 0232 657228 for more information. 

HEALTH WARNING 
Govemnert scierdists have <iscoYered a oomber ~ str.¥lge 
BUBBLES growing on places used IOf kie flyilg and warn people to 
9.ay clear.~ 

These BUBBLES are about two metres n ciameler, wih a holow 
nterior and a lhil OtJer shell and look very much lile a ~ crion. 
BoliiCOg oo the grot.nd, they appear quie irrocoous btA they can btA 
can caJSe alarmilg reactions n all age groups. Chidren have been 
found to break 0\.C in giggles and laughter, and r;te every inpression 
~ ~ themselves, wlich can last IOf several hotJs. 

Uke children, many aduls become excited oo seeing the BUBBLE 
and have been observed rushing back to their cars to fild a camera 
Fortunately these symptoms last only a few minutes and generally 
subside after sufferers have taken a few phctographs. Some people 
have however foofisllly ignored warnings and have dipped their he<kl 
ilto the vert and vaNe rnechcrism, resuling in extreme exposll'e. In 
this case sym~oms are partiruar severe and can qtjckly develop nto 
an irreversible effect oo the ll8MlUS system, il wtich sufferers reach 
out for a cheque book and hurriedly sign ther name. At this stage the 
prognosis is ~ good wlh inevitable resuls. 

Persons coming no cooact with the BUBBLE, and suflerilg from 
sym~oms described above are iMed to contact; 
Dr. Jim Rowlands al lnffight, Normanby Park Workshops, Normar1by 
Road, Scurihorpe Tel 0724 859118. 
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THE KITE SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

The Kite Society of Great Britain was founded in 1979 and, since then, has grown to be recognised as the 
leading organisation for kite flying in Great Britain with over 2000 members worldwide. 

The main vehicle of communication between members is the quarterly publication "THE KITEFLIER". 
"THE KITEFUER" is published in January, April, July and October of every year. "THE KIIEELIER" 
contains news of forthcoming kite festivals, kite retailer news, kite plans, kite group news and a 
comprehensive events list. 

In addition the Kite Society organises an annual convention where guest speakers are invited to talk about 
their specialist area of kite making and flying. At the same time the Annual Dinner and Kite Auction is held 
giving members the opportunity to obtain rare and unusual kites at reasonable prices. 

Other benefits of membership include free, or reduced, entry into selected kite festivals in the U.K., special 
parking arrangements where possible, discount - from 5% to 15% - on all kite purchases from the majority 
of kite retailers in the U.K. 

A membership "year" runs for four issues of "THE KIIEELIER", plus other occasional mailings. Each 
member receives a membership card entitling them to free entry and discount. 

~f you wish to join The Kite Society please fill in the form below and send it, with your payment, to the 
address shown. All cheques, postal orders and money orders should be made payable to The Kite Society 
and, for overseas members, should be drawable in the U.K. and be in sterling. 

Membership Type Fee 

Individual £8.00 

Family -all members in the same household £9.00 

O.A.P. £6.00 

Overseas - Europe and Surface Mail £9.00 

Overseas - Airmail £12.50 

Overseas upgrade to standard Airmail £5 .00 

=~========================== = ============= 

Name Family Members 

Address 

Post Code Telephone 

() This is a RENEWAL /NEW MEMBERSHIP. (For renewals please give Old membership Number __ __,) 

()New members please state which issue your membership should start with- JANUARY I APRIL I JULY 
I OCTOBER. 

Please send this form with payment to: 
The Kite Society of Great Britain, PO Box 2274, Great Horkesley, Colchester, C06 4A Y . 





I was prompted to review currently available buggies because people were asking me which is the best buggy 
to buy. But I could only comment on my own as I had not had the opportunity to try the others. I have 
since rectified this situation (nearly) and I am passing my observations on to everyone else to help you have 
a better understanding before you part with your cash. 

lA Little Historv 
Propelling vehicles by the use of kites has been around for a number of years. George Pocock an English man started 
experimenting with powering wheeled vehicles in the early 19th century. Hi aim was to produce a system that 
wou ld supersede horse drawn vehicles. This idea never actually caught on due to the many practical difficulties 
that it faced. How would you travel up a road with the wind blowing in your face, bearing in mind that a road would 
be quite narrow compared to a large field or beach. 

No doubt many people played around with the idea ofbeingpulled by kites, but it wasn't unti l l990, some200 years 
after Pocock that some of his ideas were put to use. 

Peter Lynn made his f irst ever buggy in 1990 for a festival at Thailand. The organisers wanted something different 
and Peter was the best man to ask. He had been developing o ther kite powered projects previously and the buggy 

was an offshoot of these. 

Buggies At Present 
Since 1990, more and more buggies have been made, some on a commercial basis. At present there are three models 
available in the UK. 

These are 1. 
2. 

Peter Lynn 
G-Force 

3. Sidewinder 

Buying a buggy is a little more difficult than buying a kite. A kite can be purchased for just a few pounds whereas 

a buggy costs hundreds of pounds. So, how do you go about buying a buggy? 

~sk Somebodv 
Like all kitefliers, buggiers are only too happy to talk to you about buggies. All you have to do is ask and then spend 

the next hour listening (if you ask me that is) . 
Most retailers will offer you help and advice but it is best to ask as many people as possible. 

What Do You Want To Do With It 
Buggies, depending on the skills of the rider, are capable of doing quite a few things, but some buggies are more 
capable of performing these 'stunts' than others. lt would he a shame to spend a few hundred pounds on a buggy, 

only to find that it is incapable of achieving what you want it to do. 

Rc:rncrnbcr' 1\ buggy is for hie. nol ju:.l lor \ hrislma:. 



Peter Lyon 

The Peter Lyon buggy is made from 8 main components excluding the wheels. 
These are:-

1. Back axle. 4. Stem. 
2. Left side frame. 5. Foot rests. 
3. Right side frame. 6. Fork. 
7. Seat. 8. 3 Wheels 

This allows your buggy to be easily transported in most cars or even it's own buggy bag. 

The seat is made from coloured straps sewn together to form a web of squares. Before you can assemble the buggy 
you must ensure that you have the seat threaded on the rear axle and the two side frames. The side frames fit onto 
two bolts which have been welded onto the back axle, they are held in place by nuts and must be kept fairly tight. 
The front part of the side frames are then fitted onto two a I !threads (threaded bar from end to end). There are two 
settings available and you use the most suitable setting for you leg length. The fork is bolted onto the end of the 
stem and is raked (angled) toward the rear of the buggy. The foot rests fit into a small piece of tube protruding 
from each side of the fork, and these are then bolted in place. 

Each wheel consists of two bearings and a spacer. The rear wheels are bolted straight onto the back axle. The 
front one has another allthread running right through it and a further two spacers fitted between the bearing and 
the fork. A nut is then fitted onto each side and tightened. 

There you have it, an assembled buggy!! 

The buggy is well designed and has been developed since it's appearance on the market some 3 years ago. The 
curves in the frame that make this buggy easily recognisable are actually there for a purpose. The first curve (from 
the back) is angled up and slightly outwards. This curve causes the seat to drop towards it centre which helps to 
hold you into the buggy and also gives you a low centre of gravity. The second pair of curves are forward of the 
first pair and turn inwards to the stem. This allows your thighs to have plenty of forward movement without fouling 
on the frame. One small problem that occurs in the seating area is that small thistles scrape along your bottom when 
you buggy on some grassy areas. It is always wise to check the surface that you will be buggying on to prevent 
any cuts from tin cans or bottles. 

The adjustment for leg length is made by selecting the right pair of all threads as stated earlier. There is about a 

3.5" adjustment that can be made, but for most people the shorter setting tends to be the best. Using this setting 
causes the stem to protrude about 3" between your legs and does appear to be some cause for concern, however 
once you are happy with the setting this can be cut off or padded to make you feel more confident. 

The foot rests are turned up at the ends to prevent your feet from slipping off and your feet should be pushed firmly 

onto these stops to obtain maximum steering control. The bars are quite slippy and it is advisable to cover them 
with a non-slip rubber or other material. 

Due to the rake in the fork the steering turns at an angle from the horizontal and this makes it a little easier to reach 

the foot rests when turned to full lock. The rake also makes the stem act as a stop and full lock is governed by the 

fact that the fork hits the stem of the buggy and cannot turn any more. When you turn the fork from side to side 

you can see the whole of the buggy change its position with respect to the tloor. lt 'leans' into the direction of the 
turn and this is apparent when negotiating changes of direction whilst buggying. 

So that's the description ... So how does it handle? 



Handling (buggy tested with fat wheels, thin wheels a.·e an option) 

I have owned a Peter Lynn buggy for seven months and 1 have written the description below as objectively as 
possible. 

The buggy was very comfortable to sit in and moved very easily on the grass surface that was used for testing. 
Steering was accurate due to the control you gain from the wide reach of the foot rests and it did not requ ire much 
effort to maintain a straight course across wind. Turning sharply into the wind causes the back end to swing out, 
a little 9pposite lock at the right time corrects this and allows you to head back to your start point. As the buggy 
turns, your weight changes towards the inside o f the turn due to the raking of the forks, this helps to stabilise the 
buggy. 
A 'Snap Reverse' is also performed quite easily with this buggy however, if your rear wheel bolts are not tightened 
enough you can shear the bolt and lose a wheel. Changing from the reverse to the forward position is just as easy 
to negotiate, again mainly due to the buggies accurate steering. 
The buggy balances well on two ~heels, but it will pay to look at the angle of the foot rests. Usual_ly they stick 
out horizontal to the floor and if this is the case the buggy balances a lot easier. Some of the Peter Lynn foot rests 
angle towards the floor slightly and this makes it a little more difficult to balance. 

Gripes 
The front fork is jointed by a spindle allowing the fork to turn, if you give your buggy a lo t of use on various surfaces 
this can wear. This results in a metallic 'screeching' sound which if nothing else is very irritating. There are spares 
available and should be obtainab le from the buggy suppliers. 
The front wheel is sometimes difficult to remove. This is due to the spacerbeing a little rough and as a consequence 
will not allow the threaded piece to drop through the wheel· very easily. If you haven't got any tools at the time 
then you can be stuck. Once removed, cleaning o ut the spacer prevents this from occurring again. 

Sidewinder 

The sidewinder reviewed was the second full productio n model. 
and I was only too happy to look at it. 
It is made of five main components :-

1. A-frame. 3. Foot Rests. 
2. Fork. 4. Seat. 

It has OQl y been on the market for a few weeks 

• 5. 3 wht!els. 

Like the Peter Lynn the seat consists of a web of squares however you do not have to disassemble your buggy to 
adjust/remove the seat. The A-frame is the largest and main component of this buggy. It is made from stainless 
steel and is of a sturdy construction. The rear wheels are fitted onto the back axle of the A-frame by quick releasing 
bolts. Two twists, a tap and the wheels are quickly removed. On removing the wheels the bearings are not enclosed 
leaving exposed to contamination they fit o nto the back axle, the wheels fitting over them The front fork is 
connected to the A-frame by an Alien bolt that is welded to the top of the fork, This bolt passes through the front 
head o f the A-frame and is secured by a nut on the top. The foot rests bolt onto a plate which is welded onto the 
fork. The front wheel is then attached to the fork. 

The construction is very rugged and is quite heavy. The seat s its up quite high off the ground and this al lows thistle 
free buggying on any surface. The sides of the buggy are raised on either side of the seat which is strapped to the 
sides and the back of the buggy. The A-frame reaches to a block where the fork is connected. The fork is made 
of two parts and forms an arc over the front wheel. The bolt that tits the fork to the buggy is about 8mm and this 
is welded to the unders.ide of the arc. The fork is vertical with no apparent rake angle. There are a further two 

bolts protruding down from the head of the A-frame, these are there to prevent the fork from turning all the way 
round. A plate is welded on either side of the fork and towards the back of the buggy. Each plate has three holes 
in it allowing adj ustment to be made for your leg length. The adjustment range is about 4.5 " and should cater for 
most people. There are small discs welded o nto the end of the foot rests to help prevent your feet from slipping 
off. 



Handling (buggy tested with fat wheels, thin wheels are an option) 

Some of the webbing in the seat is quite firm and makes you feel as though you're sitting on the buggy rather than 
in it, some parts of the webbing are slack. There is a bar that runs across the back of the buggy that catches just 
on the base the spine. The foot rests are adjusted to the short setting which is about right for my height. T he buggy 
started to move and as it gained speed the steering got more difficult to handle and tended to go from side to side. 
As the kite started to pull I slid across the seat to the kite side of the buggy. J turned into the wind and promptly 
slid across the set to the other side. This meant that at the point of turning, my weight had moved to the outside 
edge of the turn and therefore the buggy started to roll over. This was corrected quickly by steering towards the 
kite. I tried this a few times and the same thing kept on happening. When you turn the front wheel onto full lock 
your leg catches the A-frame just before the fork hits the stops and this could be a potential danger to ankles. I 
also found that the thigh catches on the A-frame when turning the wheel for a tight turn. 

~------------~ On closer inspection some of these problems can be identified by the way certain 
parts are constructed. The wheel adjustment moves the foot rests away from the 
centre of the wheel. This means that the pressure applied to the steering system 
is not even about the centre of turn making steering difficult to control. 

The lack of rake on the front fork means that the teering is very flat and the foot 
rest that is moving away from you becomes difficult to reach, even on the short 
setting. Also, the flat steering moves your leg too close to the A-frame hence 
the fouling on full lock turns. When the wheel is turned the buggy sits in the same 
position as when it is going straight and this explains why cornering is a little 
difficult. 

Whit t I was looking at the fork area the bolt that holds the fork onto the A-frame 

Diag. I 
1\ollosalt 

has a very high shear point (engineering term) and could give when under stress. 
The bolt is also welded onto the fork making a quick change over should it break 
difficult (see diag 2). 

W.:ld 

After the initial experiment 1 did not attempt any further testing. 

Diag. 2. 
1\ol lo..,.lt 

G-Force 

Unfortunately 1 have been unable to do a full review on the G-Force buggy. My last resort was to go to The Kite 
Company after all other sources failed. The only G-Force buggies that they had were the early ones which have 
since been modified by feedback from their users. I decided that it was unfair to review a buggy that had already 
been superseded and have therefore been only able to produce a few facts regarding the buggy. 
G-Force is a high precision engineering company that manufactures for the motor racing industry. They started 
producing buggies in 1992 and have since modified it some twenty odd times. I did manage to have a brief look 
at one at Le Touquet and was impressed by its high level of engineering and finish. lt appears that no detail has 
been left out. 
The Kite Company provided me with facts for this article and without their last minute help I wouldn't have been 
able to have given any information. 



The G-Force buggy comes in three varieties:-

1. 
2. 
3. 

Enamelled steel tube. 
Stainless Steel. 
Stainless Steel (Jointed). 

RRP £349. 
RRP £375. 
RRP £399. 

The buggies come with either fat or thin wheels at no extra charge. The first two buggies are a fixed size which 
can be made to measure and the third buggy is adjustable. When one becomes available I will do a full review on 
it and hopefully print it in the next issue. 

Round Up 
Buggying is in it's infancy and at the moment the levels of buggying are generally quite low. Small pockets of 
buggiers exist around the country and each area is rapidly developing. Most people tend to use buggies for trolling 
backwards and forwards across the wind window but skills will improve throughout the year until this activity is 
ranked as a 'beginners only' activity. 
Providing a buggy is capable of trolling backwards and forwards most people will be happy. However, once skill 
levels improve it is amazing what can be achieved. 

The Future 
The stunts listed below will be achievable by most people with a little practise. 

Two Wheels 

This is where you flick the buggy up onto two wheels, either side will do. 
Snap Reverse 

Turning into a very tight turn and out quickly whilst leaving the kite at full power will snap the buggy into reverse. 
Reversing the turning sequence will snap you back into a forward direction. 

360 
By hitting a hard turn right, left and right will produce a complete revolution of the buggy. This is when the kite 
is on the right side of the buggy. Reverse the turns if the kite is on \he left. 

Racing 

Buggy racing will take off over the next 18 months and the buggies will play a major part in the success of the 
driver. 
So, if you intend doing more than trolling backwards and forwards you must choose your buggy with care. 

All M casuremen s are approxuna e 

Make length Width Height Adjustment Weight Weight (a~ ICy Cost 

axle axle (to seal) (leoglb) (lac. WbHb) (exc. Wheels) 

Peter Lynn 42" 38" 2" 3.5" 24 Jbs 9lbs Excellent £300 
f4t fat wheels 

.,.,•, 

::·: 

G-Force i · 4511 40" N/A Various Various 14lbs N/A see write up 

.. ,.,., 
.·:· .. 

Sidewinder 4211 38" 7" 4 1h" 34lbs 17.3 lbs Umited £299 

1::· ....... ,:, .... ::)? fat 

Useful Contacts 

Kite N Buggy, Dimmer, Castle Cary, Somerset BA7 7NR Tel. 0963 51482, Contact: Mr Ken Knight 
The Welsh Sport Kite Centre, 15 Western Street, Swansea Tel. 0792 456060 Contact: Mr. Mick Parsons 
Cannock Kites, 6-6a Church Street, Bridgetown, Cannock. Tel. 0543 573177 Contact: Mr R. Pouer • 



From J R Shaw - Desi~er of the Sidewinder. 

Having read a draft copy of the Ian Meredith report on the Sidewinder I found his criticisms to be both 
constructive and helpful, it also tied in precisely with the input from America where it was tested a couple 
of weeks ago. 

The latest Sidewinder has been designed around the input from all sources and I feel it is now on a par with 
both the Peter Lynn and G-Force buggies although, in the final analysis, it all comes down to personal 
preference, which buggy suits your backside and back pocket best. 

A couple of technical points I would dispute with Ian concerning the shear pin in the forks. The pin is lOmm 
hardened steel threaded 8mm at the top, not simply an 8mm steel pin as be suggests and whereas I would 
agree with him that an 8mm pin having a shear point of 64NM, could quite easily break, the pin I have used 
has a shear point of 117 NM. In plain English the buggy would have to hit an immovable object at 90 mph 
to break that pin which, in my view, would be the least of the drivers problems in that situation! 

All in all my thanks to everyone for their input, technically, critically, ergonomically, but most of all to the 
people who trusted my design capabilities sufficiently to risk life and limb testing it. 

The latest Sidewinder is now being exhaustively tested on a Welsh beach the results of which I will pass on 
as soon as I have evaluated them. 

From Richard - Cannock Kites. 

The buggy tested by Ian Meredith was an early production model and all the comments made were only 
relevant to that buggy and not the current model. We would have been happy to provide a up to date version 
for the test but unfortunately were never asked. 

The seat on the tested buggy was mounted onto the side supports instead of the A frame as it should have 
been and this would have totally altered the centre of gravity and flattened out the seating area, this causing 
the handling problems experienced. 

If anyone is interested in knowing more about the range of Sidewinder buggies and current prices, please 
give us a ring. 

from Ian Meriditb 

Just a quick word. A component that has been beat treated should not be welded as this greatly reduces it's 
strength. 

That is the pin holding the fork to the chassis is hardened steel! ! ! 

TilE KFFEFLIER .. JULY 1993 "' P.4GE Jl 



Fresh Air In A Wicked World 

The concept behind Air Circus is quite simple. The air is a playing 
field which is free and available to all and the products that use it 

are growing at a phenomenal rate. 

Air Circus brings them together for all age groups, searching for 
something different to relax and refresh the spirit! 

Two Floors of Fun 

Ground Floor - Single line Kites, Sports Kites, Juggling Equipment, 
F_risbees, Boomerangs, Y o Y os and much much more! 

First Floor - Kite Loft - Selected by two of the UK top flyers, Paul 
Jobin and Dom Early the Kite Loft is bursting to the seams with kites 
from all over the world. We've got everything from Revolutions to G 

Force Buggies. 

Dom Early will help you select the best Sports Kite to suit the flying 
you want to do. As a European Master he's well able to advise on all 

type of kiting and to ensure you have the spares support to stay 
aloft. If you're looking for advice call him on 0225 444512 . 

................. Something to wet your appetite .................. . 

Northsbore Radical VIP 
Nortb&bore Kona 
Nortbsbor.e Radical 
Ron Reicb Spin Off 
Custom Sunrise Skin 
Pro Sling Shot 
Sling Shot 
Spyrojet Freestyle (U' Light) 
Spyrojet Free Style (light use) 
Facy Dart (Eiliot) 
Griffin (Chicago Fire) 

£195 Pro Cbettah Spectrum (light use) 
£ 1 9 5 Shadow lii (light use) 
£ 1 7 5 Miami Cut 
£139 LA Cut 
£ 55 Quad 2m 
£110 Quad 3m 
£ 70 Quad 4m 
£ 55 Revolution l Classic 
£ 60 Revolution 2 Basic 
£149 Electric Bee (Chicago Fire) 
£ 99 Evolution (Light Use) 

MAIL ORDER HOT LINE 

£135 
£ 69 
£ 79 
£ 99 
£170 
£270 
£340 
£199 
£I 12 
£125 
£ 99 

0225 444512 - 0225 444512 - 0225 444512 - 0225 444512 

AIR CIRCUS, 18 NORTHUMBERLAND PLACE, BATH BAt SAR 
(Opposite the new Disney Store) 



K I T E 
COMPANY 

The Kite Company Ltd is one of the largest 
wholesalers of kites, juggling equipment and kite 

accessories to specialist retailers in Europe. 

THE KITE COMPANY 
WHOLESALE CATALOGUE 

1993 

Highflyers, Highly Strung, Flexifoil, Quadrifoil, Revolution, 
Aircrafts, Elliot, Far Out Kites, Techniflyte Dyneema 65, 

Shanti Spectra Line, Beard, Mr Babache, Klutz, Estes 
Rockets, Rangs Boomerangs, Yomega Yo-Yo's and much, 

much more! 

The Kite Company Ltd. 
Unit 20, Wansdyke Business Centre, Oldfield Park, 

Bath BA2 3LY 

Tel: 0225 46 66 61 
Fax: 0225 46 41 88 



LIST 
QUICKS THE ARCHERY SPECIALISTS 
18-22 STAKES HILL ROAD 
W A TERLOOVILLE 
HAMPSHIRE 
P07 7JF 
TEL 0705 254114 
FAX 0705 251519 

-LINE 

I.C.KITES~ 
A WIDE VARIETY OF 

KITES AND ACCESSORIES 
AVAILABLE BY MAIL ORDER 

FLY OUR RANGE AT TUE NORTUAMPTON KITE 
fLY.fN ON TU£ RRST ~UNDAY OF EVERY MONTU 
FROM lOAM TO 4-PM AT TUE NORTUAMPTON RACE 
COO~E • ~T GEORGE~ AVENUE. 

~4.. ~ "" BEAR ~ 
A(,-t~ ~(){$ 'Q.~ ~ 
~' ~\T v-e; ~~ 

FR££ BROCUURE CALL
T£l:(0604)f4SS74 
12,WfllOW CLOSE 
~PRATTON 
NORTUAMPTON 
NH6fJU 

FLIGDTLINE 
FOR BOOMERANGS 

INDDDRS,DUTDODRS 

WDDD, PDL YPROPYUN£, CRRBDN-FI BR£ 

B£GINN£RS, CDMP£TITIDN 

Ruelleble from good kite shops or mell order 

f ROM: 

FLIGDTLINE 
WATTON 

NORFOLK 
ENGLAND 
IP~S6EL 

0953 - 383900 

lEEDS 
ISITES 

nil 
.,., toEN CRESCENHEEos LS c:..'l1:14llq 
,, 4·2rw. TEl~o~ 

• FOR COMPETITIVE PRICES • 
LEEDS KITES LEADS I 

e Range of Leeds Kite Brand 
Kites 

e Range of kite 
accessories and D.I.Y. 
materials. 

e Many other kites available. 
e Mail order. 

AU. DIID.IIS IIUIT 
WI'JJI l'llOMPRFI 
Send S.A.E. for price list or 
phone for enquiries. 



KITE SOCIETY BRISTOL 

As most of our members are aware this year the convention is being held in conjunction with the Bristol 
International Kite Festival. It will take place on Friday 3rd September at the Redwood Lodge Hotel, Beggar 
Bush Lane, Failand, Bristol, which backs onto the Ashton Court flying site. The hotel is doing a special 
discount rate for kitefliers from Thursday evening- see the Bristol Kite Festival on the Events News page 
for details, but don't forget when you book to state that you are with the kite festival. This year we have 
a good selection of overseas guest lecturers as well as some home grown ones. As yet the timetable has not 
been finalised but activities will start at 9.30am and finish at 4.30pm. Spaces for some lectures will be 
limited and booking for these is being done on the day so be there early is our advice! 

Lecturers 

Stretch (Hugh) Tucker studied with Jalbert and along with Doug Hagaman is recognised as one of the 
world' s expert on Parafoils. He designed the no curve Parafoil which appeared in a recent issue Kitelines. 
Stretch will give a talk on the designing and making of Parafoils. 

Peter Lynn really needs no introduction but he, along with our own 'home grown' expert Ian Meredith will 
be giving a talk on buggies and buggying including a practical bands on experience (weather permitting) in 
Ashton Court. 

George Peters is one of Americas leading exponents of single line kites, with craftsmanship second to none. 
He will give a talk on making feathers and banners. 

Martin Lester will be doing a workshop on making a small version of his famous ' legs' from plastic - there 
will be a small fee for materials, but it will certainly be a lot cheaper than the real thing. 

Carrington Novare. It is hoped that we will be able to have one of their experts along to give a talk on 
the bow, why and wherefore of Ripstop Nylon. 

Paul Chapman will be giving a talk on Important Kite Patents . For those of you who were at Swindon, this 
will be an extended version of the one he gave there, with better A. V . (hopefully!). 

The intention is that some of these lectures will happen twice during the day allowing people not miss any 
of them. 

Other events planned are an applique discussion, if we can raise enough people, where kite makers will be 
invited to discuss their own special methods! There will also be a second open forum meeting for members 
to raise questions about the Kite Society. 

There will be a kitemarket in the Garden room. If you wish to trade at this the charge is £25.00 and there 
are plenty of spaces still available. Contact the Kite Society for details. 

The meal and auction this year will take place on the Friday evening starting at 7 .30pm in the Garden 
Room. The meal wilL be a sit down buffet with the menu consisting of: Cold Meats; Hot Jacket Potatoes; 
Coleslaw; Tomato and Onion Salad; Rice Salad; Pasta Spirals in relish; Vegetarian Quiches; Goujons of 
Plaice; French Stick with a Selection of Cheeses; Horn of Plenty (pastry horn filled with fresh fruit and 
cream); coffee, cream and mints. A pay bar will be available throughout the evening. 



:.:: 

The cost of this is £15 .00 per person, £7.50 for children (under 12). Tickets must be BOOKED in 
ADVANCE from the Kite Society and we need to receive your booking by 20th August. 

Following the meal the Annual Auction will take place (it should start at approximately 9.30pm). The 
purpose of the auction is to raise funds for next years convention, but this year 25% of the monies raised 
will go towards the Bristol Kite Festival to help defray their costs. In order to make the auction a success 
we need auction items! This year the auction will be ably co-ordinated by Derek Kuhn, of the Midland Kite 
Fliers and to make his job easier it would be nice if donors could let us know what their donation is before 
the day. 

During the evening there will also be the Pin Pratt Challenge so come prepared! There will be a prize for 
the best worn display as well as a static display, and it is the art not the number of pins that count. 

There will also be a set of five convention pins available too! 

That's about it, see you there, and don't forget meal tickets need to be booked by 20th August so fill in the 
form NOW! 

PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM AND RETURN IT, WITH ANY PAYMENT, TO THE KITE 
SOCIETY, P.O. BOX 2274, GT HORK.ESLEY, COLCHESTER, ESSEX, C06 4AY. ALL 
CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAY ABLE TO 'THE KITE SOCIETY CONVENTION' 

Name 

Address 

Post Code 

Convention Tickets Adults (£15.00) 

Child (£7.50) 

I wish to donate the following to the Kite Society Auction. 

I will post/deliver the item. 





Tandel Hill Country Park - 8th Aupst 

This event is taking place between lO.OOam and 4.00pm at the country park, Candle Hill Road, Wryton, 
Oldham, OL2 5UX. If you want more information contact Helen Sweet on 061 627 2608. 

U.K. Individual Stunt Kite Championships and Festival- 21st and 22nd Au~st 

Venue - Stanmer Park, Lewes Road , Falmer, Brighton (signposted from the A27) . 
Parking - Sussex University. By train Falmer Station (virtually on site, third ~top out of Brighton) 
Accommodation - Marketing Bureau. Tel 0273 327560. 

The main point is to enjoy yourselves, the festival will be happening even if there' s no wind all weekend. 
Stanmer Park is a BIG site, sadly the Heineken Big Top leaves in June and won't be there for us but 
hopefully The Levellers will have levelled the land and we' ll compete with their sound system. 

Seamus will be our music man and Andy Preston will be expecting DUB reggae on our sound system from 
our big hit hot speakers. 

So all competitors, from experienced and masters should have their ballet music tapes for Seamus via Air 
Born Kites by 15th August so that the D.J. can do his thing. (We' re not really holding a rock concert) . If 
competitors want to keep their music top secret - thalli o .k. too but bear in mind it won't help Seamus. 

Novice class - overload expected - 1st come 1st served and we will fit in as many as possible - but no 
guarantees. 

So if you want to be 'cool and trendy' and let it all hang out, come on down to Stanmer Park 21st and 22nd 
August. 

All enquiries - Airbom Kites. 0273 676740 Moo- Friday 4.30pm- 6.30pm only please. 

Bristol International Kite Festival - Update - 4th and 5th September, Ashton Court Estate 

Highlights 
Subject to final confirmation we hope that the following will be attending the Festival and giving workshops 
at the Kite Society Convention the previous day- George Peters (USA), Peter Lyon (New Zealand), Stretch 
Tucker (USA) and Pierre Fabre (France) plus many others, I'm sure. 

The festival will also host the Kite Society Single Line Comprehensive competitions, the final round of the 
U.K. Rokkaku Team and Individual Challenge, the Bristol open Rokkaku challenge and the British National 
Pairs Championships, so there will be plenty to see and do. Anyone else who would like to do arena 
displays or demonstrations please get in touch. 

Parking 
We are still resolving with the City Council the precise arrangements for car parking but as last year there 
will be free parking for Kite Society members displaying Festival car passes. If you would like a car pass 
please send a stamped addressed envelope to the festival office (see below) NQI the Bristol Kitestore. Those 
who do not apply for Festival passes will not just be able to sh"t>w Kite Society cards i.e. you will have to 



pay the normal general public price. (The City Council haven't set this yet but it's likely to be between £1-
£2 per vehicle. 

Accommodation 
As mentioned in the last Kitetlier, Redwood Lodge are offering a special rate of £25.00 per person sharing, 
£35 for a single occupancy, both include full English breakfast. This rate applies from Thursday - Sunday 
(inclusive). Book direct through Linda Edwards in Hotel Reservations on tel 0275 393901 clearly stating 
you are part of the KITE weekend. 

Bristol Stakis Hotel have offered a similar rate of £23.50 per person sharing including full English breakfast. 
Book with Hotel direct on 0454 201144- ask for Fiona and again state you're a kite festival person. 

Anyone else wanting suggestions of B&B's, campsites etc. Call the festival office and/or send through a 
stamped addressed envelope. 

Camping 
Bristol Polytechnic have confirmed use of the same sports field, adjacent to the track, for camping. Up to 
a maximum of 40 tents, on a first come first served basis. Costs £5.00 per tent for the weekend. Please note 
- NO CAMPING IS ALLOWED ON SUNDAY NIGHT. Also the sports field and washrooms etc will be 
used by hot, sweaty, muddy footballers on the Saturday, so be prepared! 

Saturday Night Party 
Redwood Lodge have agreed to arrange a barbecue in the Hotel grounds. So if it's wet, we can go indoors! 
Tickets available in advance from Festival Office. Send S.A.E. Price £10 Adults Children £5.00 (children 
under 12 year) or remainder available on the day from the information tent. Ticket price does not include 
any drinks however the hotel has several paying bars. 

Contacts for the above: Avril Baker or Jo Watts, Festival Office, Saville Court, Saville Place, Clifton, 
Bristol BS8 4EJ. Tel 0272 466852. Fax 0272 466853. Mobile 0831 563465. 

Any cheques for camping, meal tickets etc should be made out to the Bristol International Kite Festival. 

Cannock Kites/ Beacon Radio Autumn Fly-in - Sunday 12th September 

This is a special event being organised by Cannock Kites and Beacon Radio. To be held in the grounds of 
Weston Park, Weston under Lizard, Shropshire on the A5, features: 17th Century House, formal gardens, 
adventure playground, museum, miniature railway etc, plus a kite flying programme still to be finalized. 
Entry fees for event Adult £3.00 Children/OAP £2.00. 

There is a limited amount of free passes for kite flyers, please phone for further details or send S.A.E to 
Cannock Kites. See their advert for address/telephone number. 

Guernsey Kitefliers - Spinal Research Kite Day - 12th September 

The Guernsey Kitefliers are arranging a festival in conjunction with the local branch of the International 
Spinal Research Trust, for 12th September as a fund raising event. We are interested in hearing from anyone 
(individual or team) who could visit us for some demonstration flying on that occasion. Contact Eric 

:::. 
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Ferbrache, Greensleves, Ruette des Cherfs, Castel, Guernsey, Channel Islands. Telephone 0481 55902. 

Salisbur.y Festival- 19th September 

Salisbury's very own Kite and Juggling Festival is to place on Sunday 19th September as part of ·the 
Salisbury Festival , now in its 21st year. 

This will be one of the most happeningest events with heaps of things to see and do, combining all the thrills 
of juggling and kiteflying in demonstrations, have-a-go events, workshops suitable for everyone! 

There wiJl be all manner of fun competitions for you to enter. For instance "Tail Nipping", "Kite Crashing" , 
"Juggling Gladiators" to name a few! Then there will also be the opportunity to learn all about juggling and 
kiteflying, but not at th~ same time! 

Stalls in profusion - kite and juggling vendors, environmental stalls, charities,· good food and refreshments 
and a beer tent - what more could you ask for? 

This will all be taking place on Hudsons Field, about 10 minutes walk from the town centre, and overlooked 
by historic Old Sarum. The Festival will be a free event, with limited parking availa.ble. There will be,other 
wicked things going on - bungee running, fly traps, bouncy castles with more to be announced. 

Salisbury is a relatively new to the kiting scene and oU.r aim is to give it a much, much higher profile. So 
if your kite cJub is into showing off, blowing its own trumpet and making a hullaballo about kites and their 
qualities this is the chance not to be passed up. 

If you have a team, individual flyers, banners, flags , windsocks (of any dimension!) or any other amazing 
wind things then please bring 'em down to sunny (and hopefully windy) , Salisbury. 

For further information contact Martin Brady, The Salisbury Kite and Juggling Festival Office, c/o 
Westwood Sports Centre, Westwood Road, SaliSbury SP2 9HS. Tel 0722 329717 (day) 0722 333224 
(evening). 

The Gwithian Sport Kite Classic - 11th to 19th September 

Gwithian Towans, St Ives Bay, Hay le, Cornwall . Hosted by St Ives Bay Holiday park. In aid of the Downs 
Syndrome Association. 

Eight days and nights of "AIR" . September in Cornwall gives us the best weather apd clear beaches, just 
the setting for a perfect week of flying. 

Accommodation. . . The Holiday Park has come up with some great prices for the event. . eg Six berth 
caravans from £89 .. . Tent pitch from £2.50 per night. You can book directly by phoning St Ives Bay 
Holiday Park on 0736 752274 quoting the Gwithian Sport Kite Classic . .. If you want your accommodation 
to be close to the main bulk of the flyers ask to get as close to the swimming pool as possible. It's a big site 
and you could end up away from the action. 

Events .... World record attempts . .. kite speed twists .. buggy speed ... jumping (demonstrations) also can 
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clobbering for the coveted Penwith Cup!!, power freestyle ballet, ... night flights and lots more to be decided 
as the mood takes us. 

The 92 Video is selling well, and is now into profit for the Downs Syndrome Association- please buy one. 
It's the best! Broadcast Quality film crews will be filming the whole event again this year. So tell the "Boss" 
your coming cos you'll be on the telly. 

For more information give Mick Parsons a ring on 0792 456060. 

At the Gwithian Sport Kite Classic attempts will be made to set a new world record for the speed of a kite 
powered buggy. Jonathan Harris, aged 13 will be amongst the mainly adult filed trying to break the World 
Record for kite buggy speed of 39 mph. Jonathan is looking for sponsorship to help raise funds for the 
Downs Syndrome Association. Sponsorship forms can be obtained from Anne and Chris Harris, Henstridge 
House, Henstridge, Templecombe, Somerset BA8 OAG. Tel 0963 63323. 

Isle of Wi~ht Kite Festival- 30th April & 1st May 1994 

This event is in the early stages at present but it is hoped that it will take place on Ryde Sands to coincide 
with the 90th anniversary of the British Admiralty/Cody kite experiments which took place off Ryde in 
1904/5 and lifted a volunteer to 792.6 metres. 

More details will be given when we have them - but book the date now. 

Bath International Kite Festival - 29th & 30th May 1994 

Oily Cromwell, Chairman of the Bath Kite Society. 

The Bath Kite Society has obtained permission to stage a two day international kite festival in Bath on 
Sunday 29th and Monday 30th May 1994. 

Although we are in the very early stages I thought you would like advance warning as in so doing we should 
in some way, help avoid double booking and the subsequent unrest amongst members! 

We plan to stage a big event, inviting many from overseas, and hold the British Nationals at the festival, 
following his suggestion from Martin Baker of the Bristol Kite Store.' We have permission for overnight 
camping for tents and caravans and there will be showers and loos available as the festival will be held on 
Lansdown Playing Fields, which normally offer eleven football pitches in the winter and five or six cricket 
pitches in th~ summer. 

Write to Oily Cromwell, 74 Marshfield Way, Fairfield Park, Bath BA1 6HQ. Tel 0225 313504 for further 
details. 

Mar~am Park Kite Festival- 11th & 12th June 1994 

Next years Margam park festival will be held on the 11th and 12th June 1994. We announce these dates now 
in the hope of avoiding a clash of venues!. Contact Steve Gibson, 91 Baysham Street, Hereford HR4 OET 
for more details. 
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MAJOR KITE EYENTS - U.K. 

August 1st MiddJe Wallop, Hampshire. Contact Ron Moulton. 
August 15th lOth Bournemouth Kite Day, Hengistbury Head. Contact David Webster. 
August 28th, 29th Portsmouth International Kite Festival, Hampshire. Contact The Kite Society. 
September 3rd Kite Society Annual Convention, Bristol. Contact The Kite Society. 
September 4th, 5th Bristol International Kite Festival. Contact Bristol Kite Festival. 
September 11th-19th Gwithian Sport Kite Classic. Contact Mick Parsons. 
October 3rd Old Warden Aerodrome, Biggleswade. Contact Ron Moulton. 

April 30th, May 1st 
May 29th, 30th 
June 11th, 12th 
June 11th, 12th 

Isle of Wight Kite Festival. Provisional. 
Bath International Kite Festival. Contact Oily Cromwell. 
Margam Park Festival, South Wales. Contact Steve Gibson. 
Great Yarmouth Kite Festival, Norfolk. Contact Kevin Appleton. 

MAJOR KITE EVENTS - OVERSEAS 

August 21st, 22nd Zeebrugge Kite Festival, Belgium. 
September 3rd- 5th 4th International Kitefliers Meeting, Romo, Denmark. 
September 4th, 5th Berlin Kite Festival. Contact 010 49 30 788 1992/3 
September 18th,19th Marseille "La fete du Vent", France. 
September 25th,26th Damp Kite Festival, Germany. 

August 7th, 8th 
August 14th, 15th 
September 12th 
September 26th 

OTHER EVENTS 

Palm Bay Recreation Ground, Margate, Kent. Contact Heather Town. 
Teston Bridge, Maidstone, Kent. Contact Kiteability. 
Shome Country Park, Gravesend, Kent. Contact Kiteability. 
Suffolk Wildlife Trust Kite Day, Parham Airfield, Framlingham, Suffolk. 

LOCAL GROUP EVENTS 

Aberdeen Flyers meet on the second Sunday of the month at the Bridge of Don, End of the Queens Links. 
Contact Gary Clarke. 

Alcester Kite Fliers meet at the Alcester Rugby Ground on the third Sunday of each month. Contact Fred 
Taplin. 

Avon Kite Flyers usually meet at Ashton Court, Bristol on the first Sunday of each Month. Contact Martin 
Baker. 

Blackbeath Kite Association meet on the second Sunday of each month at Blackheath, London. Contact 
Tony Cartwright. 

The Brighton Kitefliers have meetings throughout the year , The first Sunday of the month at Hollingbury 



and the third Sunday of the month at Telscombe Tye. Contact Ray Oakhill. 

Chiltern Kite Group have meetings through the year. Contact Roger Lawton. 

Devon Kite Friends meet on the second Sunday of each month and during April to September they also 
meet on the fourth Sunday. All second Sunday events are at Pork Hill, Mid Devon. Contact John Skinner. 

Eastbourne Kite Society meet every second Sunday. Contact Tom Gunter. 

Essex Kite Group have meetings throughout the year. Contact Kathleen Pike. 

Guernsey Kite Fliers main meetings will be held throughout the summer at L ' Aocresse Common on teh 
second Tuesday of each month at 6.30pm. Contact Eric Ferbrache. 

Great Ouse Kite Flyers have regular meetings on the second Sunday of the month throughout the year. 
Contact Diane Butler. 

Hereford Kite Group meet on the second Sunday each month at the Hereford Leisure Centre. Contact Steve 
Gibson. 

Kent Kite Klub have regular klub meetings on 3rd Sunday of each month. Contact Fiooa Elsworth. 

Kite Ciub of Scotland meet every fortnight alternating between Strathclyde Park and Battery Park. Contact 
Patrick Prosser. 

Kites North meet on the 1st Sunday of each month at locations around the North of England. Contact Adam 
Sutherland. 

Loddon Valley Kite Flier have meetings on the second Saturday and last Sunday of every month at White 
Hill (Watership Down), near Kingsclere. Fliers normally meet at the Swan Inn from 12.00. Social meetings 
are also held every Wednesday at "The Jolly Farmer" , Cliddesden. Contact Loddoo Valley Kite Fliers. 

Midland Kitefliers have fly-ins on the first Sunday of each month at Sutton Park. Contact AJan Gilbert. 

Nomansland Kite Fliers meet on the fourth Sunday of each month at Nomansland Common, 
Wheathampstead. Contact Geoff Adams. 

Northampton Kite Fliers meet on the first Sunday of every month at The Race Course, St Georges 
Avenue, Northampton. Between lO.OOam and 4.00pm. Contact l.C. Kites. 

Northern Kite Group have meetings on the ·third Sunday of the month throughout the year. Contact Ron 
Ogden. 

North East Kite Fliers meet monthly on the second Sunday for fly-ins. Contact Harry Peart. 

Red Dragon J:lyers will be meeting for fly-ins at Cowbridge Common on Sundays. Dates to be con .med. 
Contact Greg Eynon. 

~ ... 



EVENTS.LIST 

South Hams Kite Club meet on the first and third Sunday of the month at Blackdown Goat Farm, Rings 
Lane, Loddiswell, Kingsbridge, South Devon. Contact N E Parker. 

Thorpe Kit~ Flyers meet every Sunday morning on Thorpe Recreation Ground, Laundry Lant, Thorpe, 
Norwich between 9.30am and l2.30pm. Contact Kevin Appleton. 

Vectis Flyers meet most Sunday afternoons at Yaverland, near Sandown, Isle of Wight. Contact Vivien 
Ell is. 

Wessex Kite Group have meetings at Stoney Cross on February 28th, March 14th, April 25th. Contact 
David Webster. 

White Horse Kite Fliers have fly-ins on the second Sunday of every month. These are held at Barbury 
Castle Country Park, Near Wroughton, Swindon. Contact David Robinson. 

York Kite Flyers meet at York Racecourse (Knavesmire) on the 1st Sunday in each month. 

CONTACT DETAILS 

Geoff Adams, 6 Petbridge Close, Bovingdon, Herts, HP3 OQH. 
Kevin Appleton, 37 Eastern Avenue, Thorpe-St-Andrew, Norwich NR7 OOQ. 
Martin Baker, Bristol Kitestore, 1b Pitville Place, Cotham Bill, Bristol BS6 6JY. Tel: 0272 745010. 
Bristol Kite Festival, Saville Court, Saville Place, Clifton, Bristol BS8 4EJ. 0272 466852. 
Diane Butler, 511 FUlbridge Road, Werrington, Peterborough PE4 6SB. 0733 571958. 
Tony Cartwright, 78 Dongola Road, London N17 6EE. 081 808 1280. 
Gary Clarke, 3 Eastside Avenue, Westhill, Aberdeen, AB32 6QQ. 
Olly Crotwell, 74 Marsbfield Way, Fairfield Park, Bath BAl 6BQ. 0225 313504. 
Vivien Ellis, Charisma, 14 Sandown Road, Lake, Sandown, Isle of Wight, P036 9JP. 
Fiona Elswortb, 95 Seagull Road, Strood, Rochester, Kent ME2 2QJ. 0634 727238. 
Greg Eynon, Cardiff Kitestore , 15 High Street Arcade, Cardiff CF1 2BB. Tel: 0222 666485. 
Eric Ferbrache, Greensleves, Ruette des Cherfs, Castel, Guernsey. Tel: 0481 55902. 
Steve Gibson, 91 Bayshat Street, Hereford HA4 OEJ. 0432 359999. 
Alan Gilbert, 26 Eveshat Road, Leicester, LE3 2BD. 
Tot Gunter, 40 Peppercotbe Road, Eastbourne, East Sussex BN20 8JN. 0323 725064. 
Kiteability, 2 Garfield Road, Ponders End, Middlesex, KN3 4RP.081 804 9080. 
I.e. Kites, 12 Willow Close, Spratton, Northatpton, NN6 8JH. 0604 843374. 
Roger Lawton, Karensa, 3 The Dell, Stockenchurch, Bucks BP14 3SD. 0494 482743. 
Loddon Valley Kitefliers, 119 Porter Road, Brighton Bill, Basingstoke, RG22 4JT. 0256 51836 . 
Ron Moulton, 2 Avenue Rise, Bushey, Watford, Herts, WD2 3AS. 
Ray oakhill, 6 Bartfield Road, Saltdean, Sussex, BN2 8RE. 0273 306842. 
Ron Ogden, 41 Asbfield Drive, Clayton Bridge, Manchester, MlO OWJ. 
N E Parker, 43 Cootbe Meadows, Cbillington, Kingsbridge Devon TQ7 2JL. 
Mick Parsons, The Welsh Sport Kite Centre. Tel: 0792 456060. 
Harry Peart, 92 Beaconsfield Street, Darlington, Co Durham DL3 6ER. 0325 284077. 
Kathleen Pike, 34 Mortiter Road, Rayleigh, Essex. Patrick Prosser, 12 Daleview Avenue, Glasgow, G12 OHL . 041 357 0555. 
Dave Robinson, 61 Bridge End Road, Stratton St Margaret , Swindon, SN3 4PD. 0793 824208. 
John Skinner, 12 Oak Road, Bishopsmead, Tavistock, Devon, PL19 9EZ. 
Tony Slater, 128 Meadow Fart Drive, Barlescott, Shrewsbury SY1 4JY. 0743 235068. 
Adat Sutherland, 20 Durbat Place, Birtley, Tyne & Wear, DB3 2AY . 
Fred Taplin, 20 Henley Street, Alcester, Warwickshire. 
Heather Town, 7 Lite Hill Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN1 1LJ. 0892 545596. 
David Webster, 16 Brackley Way, Bammonds Green, Totton, S04 3HN. 0703 860255. 
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1\IT~~UILIT~ 
ti~~()M~()~ 1\IT~§ ~~() 

1\IT~ M~ T~VI~L§ 

A cowboy sat out on the range, 
contemplating the night, 
Thinks: - The one thing 1 would love to do 
is learn to make a kite! 

Now some say cowboys dream of home, 
and some of Eternal Light, 
but, all this cowboy wants to do, 
is make a *!*!*! kite. 

Horse blankets are far to rough, 
and cactus wood not strong enough. 
He sits and stares into the night, 
and thinks about his lonely plight. 

Cries! Won't somebony tell me, 
where can these bits be got, 
It's the one thing in my life 
I yearn to do a lot. 

Won't somebody tell him, 
Someone give him the 
Tell him "Come to I< 
for Ripstop,Line and 

And 
and 
all 

spoken, 

come to "1<1 ~u.&.L .... 

' 
\ 2, Garfield Road, Enfield, Middlesex EN3 4RP Tel: 081-804 9080 

Proprietor : Mrs. P. Dell 



TOODYTORIAL ~ 

Those cold winter months spent painting 
Top Marx tee shirts amongst heaps of 
ripstop scraps, huddled around the ever 
whirring sewing machine for warmth now 
seem long gone. For at last the serious 
kite flying weather has arrived and 
armed with sunnies, shorts, the latest 
constructions and a 'beer voucher' or two 
we head off in the direction of the start 
of the festival trail. But first, to keep 
things roughly in chronological order ... 

LESTER'S LEGS REVEALED? ~ 

Thanks to Gill and Jon for awarding me 
the 'Silly Competition' prize (much sort 
after KSGB yellow pin) - re January '93 
Issue. Unfortunately, they forgot to 
mention the free 'Lester Deathwish' 
which accompanies this prestigious 
award ... which I have (so far) fortunately 
managed to escape! 
I wonder how many can lay claim (as 
someone not a million miles away who 
shall remain nameless!) to having spent 
an entire evening removing Martin's 
trousers?... with the aid of a PC Photo 
Touch package I hasten to add!! 
Although I think this really should have 
taken the prize - once the infamous legs 
were revealed in all their glory... we 
decided it really was a bit near the bone 
(sic!) to actually send in. 

Toody Oakhil/ 

BLAST OUT! <J 

Thanks to all who turned out at the 
Brighton Rugby Club on Sunday 18 April 
to surprise and amaze the crov«ts, 
between matche~ .. with the many and 
varied skills of kiting. Well ... that was the 
intention anyway! 
Having spent the previous week team 
practicing with our neighbouring 
Eastbourne Kite Club's 'dual-flying dude' 
Tom Gunter, our hopes of giving a 
display were dashed by a hair-raising 
30mph wind roaring down the valley at 
the Waterhall Playing Fields. This 
having affected a 1501b line break within 
a manic three Seconds of Mik Jennison 
bravely launching his 3/4 Cobra... the 
team demo was (wisely) aborted! We 
were all a little concerned as to why they 
decided to pat1t an ambulance directly 
behind us; nevertheless it made a 
welcome windbreak! 

However, sterting wortc was put in on the 
bear-bunging front. Peter Jones' mega 
sled (actually a mere babe on the PJ 
scale of kite building!) together with Ray 
Oakhill's newly constructed ferry and 
help from Danny Steer enabled several 
successful jumps by the BKF Veteran 
'Suzy Bear' together with the long 
suffering hero 'Bandit' (still sporting his 
war wounds from the infamous green 
smoke flare incident ... ouch!). 
Danny Humptireys braved the elements 
with his newty constructed 3/4 Cobra by 
utilising the partial wind shadow of the 
Club house, and Mik managed to get in 
a bit of two line flying by resorting to the 
smallest kite in the bag - however; the 
weeny 4ft wing spanned 'Pupstar' was 
but a blur in the sky! 
Our valiant efforts were rewarded by 
being told that the rugby pitches "were 
not for "****ing kiteflying" by a somewhat 
aggressive official who was obviousty 
uninformed of our invited attendance! 
The day was well and truly rounded off 
by two beer filled rugby players taking it 
upon themselves to fly Ray's new 3-11 
Sport (which he had carefully disabled 
by removing the handles in order to 
prevent such a temptation) and thereby 
breaking the spine as it hit the deck with 
a sickening crunch. 
Whilst pondering over a welcome tree 
pint of consolatory beer we couldn't help 
feeling that perhaps kites and rugby just 
weren't meant to mix?! 

Toody Oakhill 

BLACKHEATH EASTER RALLY. 

Hooray! Blackheath at Easter is a bit like 
spotting the first Cuckoo of the year. 
Spring is upon us and it's the start of a 



new season. Winters hibernation ends 
and the latest killer project is consigned 
to the ever growing heap of ripstop 
under the 'to be continued ... .' sign. 
The 'Brighton Mob' made the trek from 
the coast on Sunday with the main 
purpose of inflicting their presence on 
the days Rok' competitions and to give 
the off seasons creations their first 
public showing. Bany Poulter outdid us 
all with a team Rok' appliqued with a 
rather fetching Celtic knot and an 
extremely beautiful three metre Edo 
canying a traditional Japanese 'crane 
and lake' motif. 
Also having its first outing was this 
seasons fluoro yellow (and non-bendy!) 
Top Marx' Rok'. Unfortunately, 
performance in the team competition 
wasn't quite up to the quality of the 
equipment as 'Groucho' finished 
somewhere in the midst of the field 
(both literally and figuratively) . At least 
Andy The Microphone' King has taken 
the hint and can now differentiate 
between socialists and comedians! 
The solo competition very near1y turned 
into a BKF charity event with Stafford 
Wallace spoiling the celebrations by 
relegating Oakies 1 and 2 (Ray and 
T oody Oakhill) to second and third 
places respectively. 
Sadly the scheduled 'Feny Race' had to 
be scrapped, Ray and the B.O.F. (to 
name but two) being non too amused at 
the chance of further glory being so 
rudely dashed; but as you can only frt so 
many things into a day something has to 
giye when events overrun. All in all a 
very welcome start to the season (the 
other two days being equally good) so 
thanks to TC for his organisational 
efforts and see you all later in the year. 

Mik Jennison 

THE WEYMOUTH INTERNATIONAL 
ROK' DISPOSAL CHALLENGE 

Me and my big mouth!. When writing 
about Blackheath I said (referring to 
'Groucho) that we 'finished somewhere 
in the middle of the field'. Well, the gods 
must have had a good giggle about that 
one... you know the quote about pride 
going before a fall? If this report is to 
follow in the same manner I suppose I'd 
better say that on Sunday our beloved 
Top Marx' Rok' finished somewhere in 
the middle of the Atlantic! After being 
'cut' at low altitude and drifting off 

towards the harbour, 
'Groucho' caught a 
thermal and started 
going up like a NASA 
shuttle launch. With 
twenty to thirty knots 
of wind assistance it 
didn't take long 
before the said kite 
was a tiny speck in the sky heading in 
the direction of Lands End. Parp bloody 
Parp! One or two of our American 
compatriots said they would keep an eye 
open from the Jumbo on the way home -
thanks a lot fellas! The only consolation 
was that there was just enough time left 
before last orders for a quick tantrum as 
well as a couple of pints. 
Other entries in this (entirely unofficial) 
competition were Toady Oakhill, Stafford 
Wallace and Team Vertigo. Toady's Rok' 
drifted over the rooftops and into the 
harbour in the first round, recovery 
credits going to 'Bob the Lifeboatman'. 
The claim for salvage rights however, 
were turned down flat! The fact that all 
of WeymoUths Lifeboat crew were in a 
harbourside pub and all appeared to be 
called Bob - sadly did not aid a swift 
retrieval and she reappeared just in time 
to watch the end of the third round. 
Stafford (as usual) attempted to go one 
better in the same event. He obviously 
regards canying his kites around as a 
chore just too onerous for words. Instead 
of packing his Rok' away like any mere 
mortal and walking back to the hotel the 
idea appears to be to get 'cut' in such a 
manner that the free flying kite ends up 
plastered halfway up the front wall of 
your temporary residence. Retrieval, of 
course, is through the bathroom window! 
Nice one Stafford! 
Team Vertigo tried the same trick in the 
Open Team on Monday but obviously 
haven't practised enough yet as the 
building in question wasn't where they 
were staying. One part of the team 
however did apparently have to go 
through a local hostelry during the 
recovery process. Your intrepid reporter 
was unable to discern if the kite 
(recovered) and the team member 
(recovering?) were re-united before 
closing time. Could it be that mineral 
water power has finally had its day?!! 
Well deserved thanks goes once again 
to ·Gill and Jon Bloom for organising yet 
another successful Weymouth weekend. 

Mik Jennison 
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SWINDON KITE FESTIVAL 

Infected once again with the annual 
'festival bug' - Ray, Mik and myself 
whizzed over to the land of the White 
Horse for a windy days flying. 
Oakie's 'Lawn-mower' (Stratoscope 3) 
was in full swing, literally that is ... until, 
in a bid for freedom, it broke its 1 OOOib 
flying line as if it were mere thread and 
headed off in the direction of the M4. 
Fortunately the long tail got wrapped 
around an unsuspecting kite nearby, 
thus enabfing a recovery and dashing its 
hopes of joining 'Groucho' somewhere 
up there in the great beyond. 
Meanwhile the dastardly wind, not yet 
satisfied - huffed and it puffed and it 
blew our cabana down, trashing a pole in 
the process! Needless to say at that 
point we decided that a bit of socialising 
might prove a little less dangerous - not 
so however, if too long was spent at 
Flight Fantastic's trade staiVcome 
impromptu scrumpy stand; where Alan 
greeted us with a generous and welcome 
measure of the much sought after proper 
cloudy stuff. A very pleasant afternoon 
was spent watching Ray Bethell giving a 
superb and awe inspiring display flying 
three sports kites simultaneously in wind 
conditions that had me thinking twice 
about flying just one. Ray tells me he's 
wori(ing on five next- way to go! 
Having invested in the new WHKF Rok' 
and Mega windsock pins (cleverly 
designed to link together and an 
absolute must!) sadly we had to make 
tracks before the evenings festivities got 
underway, but I'm sure that our fellow 
BKF members Mick and Norma House 
will fill us in on what we missed. Thanks 
to Janet and Dave Robinson and all the 
WHKF for a brilliant day. 

Toody Oakhi/1 

BRIGHTON KITE FESTIVAL 1993 

Another successful Brighton Kite 
Festival according to comments 
received. Saturday's SW Force 6 wind 
suited Flexifoils, buggies and jumpers 
(the knitted variety too! - Eel) but meant 
that some competitions had to be 
postponed until Sunday. 
The following day started with a squall 
and some rain, but fortunately it didn't 
last long. The biggest problem was that 
the wind had backed to Southerly. This 
meant that for safety, the fighting 

competitions had to be moved onto the 
rugby field to avoid kites falling onto the 
11 000 volt power lines that we are 
blessed with adjacent to the site. As this 
has unfortunately happened on the 
previous two years, we promised 
Seeboard that this year we would be on 
our very best behaviour - especially as 
they kindly paid for the printing of safety 
posters! 
If you have been to Brighton in the past 
two years you will know that we divide 
the flying field into stunter and single 
line areas for ob.vious safety reasons. lt 
is also stewarded rigorously to keep 
kites away from the power lines and the 
adjacent Brighton by-pass. To the 
amazement of all concerned an adult 
single line flier adamantly refused to 
move out of the stunter area when 
asked by a steward, the Safety Officer 
and the Organiser. He then went on to 
criticise the organisation of the festival 
in several ways, but what was even 
more amazing was that he admitted to 
being a member of The Kite Society of 
Great Britain! Another interesting 
comment from an adult kiteflier was that 
there were too many children on the 
field and therefore he couldn't fly his 
£700 kite. What a shame! 
I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank our Safety Officer, Dik Ruck who 
wori(ed endlessly on his first year at the 
job. I also second his following thanks to 
the stewards who gave up their time to 
make the festival safe. 

RayOakhill 

I would like to thank all the BKF and 
Eastbourne members who helped to run 
the festival and provided so much 
excellent stewarding. Special thanks go 
to the two youngest; Tom Gunter -
whose 15th Birthday was on the Sunday, 
and Paul Gibb who tangled with the only 
awkward customer of the event. lt was 
Paul who managed to find the only 
person who refused to move his single 
line kite out of the stunt area! 

Dik Ruck 

COMPETITION RESULTS & AWARDS 

[] Kiskeedee Car Challenge (Saturday) 
1 : Bill Andrews & 'Gunshot' 
2: Maurice Elsworth & 'Black Mole' 
3: Malcolm Roots & 'Herpes' 
[] Kiskeedee Car Challenge (Sunday) 
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1 : Hany Hill & 'Optima' 
2: Andrew Croft & 'GunShot' 
3: Simon Hill & 'The Bee' 
C Ufter Challenge 
1: Malcolm Bradley 2: Char1ie Char1ton 
3: Paul Morgan 
C Altitude Sprint 
1: Stafford Wallace 2: Graham Benson 
3: Steve Billings 
C Solo Rokkaku (UK Heat) 
1: Martin Croxton 2: Toody Oakhill 
3: Dave Jones 
C Team Rokkaku (UK Heat/BKF Open) 
1: Top Marx 2: Martin Croxton 
3: Organised Chaos 
D 'Best at the Fest' 
Chris Croft for his ster1ing (and 
unsolicited) effort~ on the PA throughout 
the whole weekend. 
c 'Best Kite' 
Bany Poulter for his beautifully crafted 
'Crane and Lake' 3m Edo. 
C 'Brighton Kite Flyers Shield' 
John The BOP Barker for his (often 
unrecognised) contributions to kite flying 
and for the pleasure that he and his funy 
companions bring to so many people at 
festivals throughout the year. 

BEACHY HEAD KITE DEMO 

BKF and Eastbourne Kite Club members 
teamed up for this event on Saturday 29 
May behind the 'Beachy Head' pub. We 
flew alongside a mixture of traditional 
local craft demonstrations to celebrate 
the official opening up of 256 acres of 
downland (by Eastbourne Council) to the 
public at the site. A light Souther1y wind, 
plenty of sunshine and a vast array of 
kites in the sky made it a very pleasant 
afternoon for.all present. 

Toody Oakhi/1 

BASINGSTOKE KITE FESTIVAL 

What a scorcher! We certainly all got 
sunburnt noses, but no windbum I'm 
afraid! An excellent first one day festival 
by the Loddon Valley Kite Fliers on 
Sunday 6 June which was well attended 
by both kities and the local public. 
The L VKF are blessed with one of the 
best festival sites that I've seen; at the 
Down Grange Playing Fields just outside 
Basingstoke. Despite the unfortunate 
lack of appearance by the wind for the 
best part of the day (until we started to 
pack up of course!) there was plenty 
going on to keep all amused. 

The 'sudden death' approach was the 
order of the day in the UK Individual 
Rokkaku Challenge due to the zilch wind 
conditions which thankfully picked up 
slightly for the Team event later in the 
day. However, running out of site rather 
than arena space certainly proved a test 
of teams fitness, and I'm still convinced 
that Paul Morgan was really just trying to 
search out an ale house on the far side 
of the site - he just happened to be 
towing a team Rok' at the timet 
Top Marx ever faithful support team 
(Rachel and Kathryn Jones - who appear 
to have defected from the White Horse 
Kite Fliers and whom we have gratefully 
adopted!) came armed not only with 
their own tiny Harpo horns for an added 
touch of high pitched grievance of the 
ear'ole, but also with a water pistol. 
However, it didn't seem to have the 
desired effect as by the third round, with 
the heat of the afternoon, teams were 
running towards instead of away from it 
- hoping for a drenching to cool off! 
Bill Souten put in a very hard days work 
(-shop) aiding the production of 
hundreds upon hundreds of sleds, and it 
was also good to see a 'Or Kite' (alias 
Roy Broadley) in attendance with a kite 
hospital. 
Ron Moulton and Pat Uoyd presented 
prizes to some very well deserved 
winners (of over 200 entries) in the local 
schools 'design a kite' competition, who 
were privileged to have their designs 
made up by members of the L VKF. 
The day was rounded off (having 
presented all the Rok' prizes to Simon 
Dann who also took the balloon bursting 
competition by storm!) by the first ever 
blindfold Individual Rokkaku 
competition. Wrth the aid of a helper 
(well actually that proved to be a 
misnomer as those without seemed to 
do remarkably better!) groped around 
the arena (and each other of course!!) 
trying to detect from line pull and and 
the sound of Roks' hitting the turf -
whether or not they were still in the f!Qht. 
If no one had happened to inform us 
when the battle had actually ended they 
could've just left us there and all gone 
home ... we'd probably be there still! 
My thanks to Neil (WHKF) for being kind 
enough to give me a break from PA 
duties, and well done L VKF for a great 
first festival - we all look forward to it 
becoming a two day event next year. 

Toody Oakhi/1 
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FORTHCOMING BKF EVENTS le--

[] Sunday 27 June: BMISS Drop at 
Chichester Hospital. 
[] Saturday 3 July: BMISS Drop at st 
Mary and st Nicholas School Fete, 
Shoreham from 11 .00am onwards. 
[] Saturday 24 July: BMISS Drop and 
Kite Demo at St Helens Park, Hangleton 
from 11 .00am to 4.00pm. 

'REDEYE' KITE LIGHTS OFFER -4 

Barry Poulter is offering his 'RedEye' 
Night Ughts at a speci~l reduced rate of 
£25 to club members. For those that 
didn't see them at the festival they are a 
total of 16 very high intensity red LEDs 
arranged in 4 strips of 4 - running from a 
9v battery (not supplied) ready for 
attachment to your favourite 8ft stunter 
or anything else that takes your fancy. 
They are certainly the most effective 
lights I have yet seen as anyone who 
was there on Saturday night will testify! 
Interested parties can contact Barry on 
Haywards Heath (0444) 246453. 

LETTERS a 

Dear Toody, Ray and all Brighton Kite 
Flyers - lt is now time to return the 
Shield and I assure you it is with great 
reluctance that I part with it. I want to 
thank all of you for awarding me the 
Brighton Kite Flyers Shield (for all round 
contribution to kiting Ed.) which I have 
proudly displayed in my front room. 
Everyone who visits notices it, but if they 
don't I take it off the shelf and show it 
off. I was humbled when I saw the 
names of the previous winners. 
I'm not sure of what contribution I've 
made to kiting except to say that I attend 
most festivals, · fly and tease everyone 
with my kite. I have a lot of fun flying 
kites as I believe kiting is about having 
fun, so I feel a bit of a fraud to be the 
awardee for just having fun. The 
Brighton Festival is always a pleasure to 
attend as it demonstrates the 
commitment and hard work of the hard
core of kite flyers, which is absolutely 
essential for the organisation and 
success of atly kite festival. All your kite 
flyers seem to be having a lot of fun and 
believe me it is quite infectious. 
Can I ask for a new rule for the figh1ing 
kite competition? Competitors must take 
all measures to avoid cutting Stafford's 
kite. I ask this because competitors are 

developing an attitude and skill of 
cutting my kite as often as possible and 
laughing about it as well; I have to run 
far down the -site to collect my kite each 
time! I wish the Brighton Kite Flyers 
every success with their club. 

stafford Wallace 16103193 

All PARPED OUT!! ® 

A plea from Top Marx .. . who are 
temporarily all parped out! I can hear the 
resounding cries of "Yes, at lastW from 
our fellow Team Rok' competitors 
having long suffered much ear'ole grief 
at the peril of said tatty, but greatly 
effective, instrument. The well used 
rubber bulb of the infamous antique car 
horn has finally had its chips ... and now 
hangs in a sorry and greatly perished 
state far beyond repair. So if anyone out 
there in the great wide beyond happens 
to know of a source of car horn bulbs (to 
fit 14mm diameter brass tube) we would 
be eternally grateful if you could contact 
us on 0273 321395. •Not likely!• I hear 
you cry... but the trouble is that if we 
can't fiX it then it might just have to be 
replaced by an air horn ... Parplll 

TopMarx 

THE CULTURAL BIT Ill 

'My kite rises to celestial regions 
My soul enters the abode of bliss' 
Buddhist Monk 9C AD. 
Or alternatively, in retrospect, perhaps 
that should read ... 
'Our Rok' rises to celestial regions 
Team spirit enters the depths of 
despair!' 
Top Marx Weymouth 1993 

BKF HELPFUL KJTING TIPS - NO 5 ~~ 

If using your Rokkaku for kite fighting 
make sure it has your name and phone 
number on it - we didn't! I 

MAKE USE OF THIS SPACE. ... G:J~ 

Send contributions for inclusion to .... 
Toody Oakhill (BKF Editor) 
Flat 29/Astra House 
Kings Road 
Brighton 
East Sussex 
BN12HJ 
• 0273 321395 
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p Top Left 'Best Kite' Bany 
Poulter's 3m Edo with 'Crane 
and Lake' motif 
D Top Right: 'Best Kite' Win
ner Bany Poulter (left} shown 
receiving his award from Gill 
Sweeting, the Mayor of Brigh
ton 
D Centre Lelt: 'Brighton Kite 
Flyers Shield' Winner John 
'The BOP Barker (centre} 
shown receiving his award 
from the Mayor (right} with Ray 
Oakhill, BKF Co-ordinator (left) 
D Centre Right: 'Altitude 
Sprint' Winner Stafford Wal
lace (left} shown receiving his 
award from the Mayor 
C Bottom: 'Best at the Fest' 
Winner Chris Croft (left) and 
the Mayor in post award emb
race! 

I Brighton Kite Festival19931 

Photographs courtesy of BKF Member: Bany Pitman 
Colour copies are available from Bany to order: Tel: 0273 
503398 
Congratulations to all the winners - there were just too 
many to show you all! 
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Manufacturers of a complete range of High 
performance sports kites and accessories. 

·--·--·-- ·····-

... -1 . 1 
~3:<A?&l::I'Cd~. -FO OWi1L I TY 

AT BDliH ENDS 
' 

OF VHE LINE 

From Beginner to Expert, Air--Crafts has 
the kite for you. Why compromise? 

47 PARK ROAD, HARTWELL, NORTHANTS. NN7 2HP Tel: (0604) 863571 



Stratford Upon Avon 
Festival Of Kites 

Well, by the time you read this the 
festival will be over. The weather 
this week has been the worst for a 
number of years and hopefully we 
wont have a repeat of this next 
weekend (19th 20th June). 

Hopefully the ISRT has increased 
their funds and the club wish them 
every success in their search for a 
cure. The 'Lift Off appeal is a great 
idea we were only too pleased to 
help out. 

The response towards the festival 
has been very good with fliers 
turning up form all around the UK 
and more. 

We have some ten registered 
entrants for the buggy race. I hope 
that other festivals can 
accommodate buggy racing during 
next year and as it is o new it 
provides it's own media attention. 

Thank you to all the kite tliers who 
helped make this festival a success, 
and a very big thank you to all those 
who volunteered and helped out on 
the day. I am not sure whetht!r we 
will be doing a festival every year as 
the initial plans were to do a bi
annual one, however I will not be 
surprised if another is planned for 
next year. 

Watch this space ..... 

ltl'KF 

The winner of the UK's First 
National Buggy Race would have 
been presented with a superb 
trophy. This trophy is to be kept for 
a year and the idea is to run such a 
competition every year. As it is a 
national trophy, it is envisaged that 
the race bt! moved around the 
country and held at a different 
location each yt!ar. Having such a 
competition will help with the 
publicity surrounding the event and 
will bt!a benefit to any festival (with 
a little planning). 
If you would like your festival to 
ho t the event for 1994 then please 
contact the club through Ian 
Meredith with your proposal for 
staging it. 
If you have any other ideas regarding 
the above then please get in touch. 

A Murnin~ With The BBC 

It was eight am on Saturday 
morning. The air was bluish (ljust 
dropped my buggy on my toe) and 
there was nota drop of rain in sight. 

Thursday and Friday had seen the 
worst thunderstorms in the region 
for a good number of years and 
fortunately the weather had cleared. 
At ten o'clock the Midlands Today 
film crew were to shoot some 
footage for their evening sports 
programme which was to publicise 
the Stratford Festival. 
As I arrived at the location the rain 
started to pour yet again ......... . 
Andy and Mad John arrived. We 
sat in the car getting depressed 
about the weather. The film crew 
and presenter arrived ..... More rain 
arrived etc. etc. The wind that had 
been just about right had now gone 
to the just about wrong phase and 
I could tell that it was going to be 
another one of those mornings. 
The last time we did some tllming it 
was also in torrential rain. The 
kites tlew fora whilebutgotwetter 
and wetter. The wind swirled over 
the trees causing the kites to collapse 
and at one point a kite must have 
felt broody beacause it nested in a 
tree. They actually filmed the rescue 
(it was more exciting than 
everything else). Eventually we 
called it a day and decided to do the 
interviewing. We pursuaded the 
presenter to wear a crash helmit 
and interview from a buggy, whilst 
1 sat in another buggy. He said that 
he'd never felt such a pratt in all his 
life!!!! 
The interview went quite well and 
had to be stopped at times due to 
the laughter, from the pro's as well 
as us. After about three hours the 
shoot was in the can and yet more 
publicity was ready for the festival. 



~:·. 

A Funny Thing Happened On The Way To Worcester 

1 had my first Saturday off from 
kites and buggies for a number of 
weeks, if not months so I arranged 
for a few fanatics to meet at one of 
our local buggy sites. After about 
30 m ins. of phone calls it seemed as 
though we were all set for a good 
day out. Butthen I had a phone call 
that enquired about the kite day at 
Stafford Castle .... tomorrow.! 

" It 's next week'' I protested. 

I had to go and dig out a calendar to 
check on the dates. I phoned back 
the person and said" Relax ... •· When 
it seemed as though he had I then 
informed him that he was right. 
Oops! I'd blown it. 

As I usually do the comment<tr} for 
this event and also a competition it 
was obvious my buggying day was 
not to be. It was also 8.30 pm. and 
I had to phone everyone up again 
and tell them the news. What makes 
it worse is that I actually publish the 
calendar and had missed one of our 
annual events! 

I stayed up till about 1.00 am trying 
to think of a corn petition and to also 
design and print the forms required. 
Fortunately IJustaboutach1eved it. 

Stafford (the person or the place?) 
as those who have been ~ill tell 
you, is by no means the ideal flying 
site, but what it lacks in that respect 
it gains by the fact that so many 
members of the public turn up and 
have a good time. They also get 
introduced to a hobby that is 
inundated with enthusiasm. 

The weather on thts Sunday was a 
bit windy and overcast, this kept a 

few people away but it sti ll was a 
public relations success. Paul 

Morgan was there and hejustabout 
had enough room to set up hb 

stand. The flying site itself is just 

about big enough to get one stunt 
kite flying on 150 ft lines and that 
would be it. However, this event is 
aimed at introducing people to all 
sorts of kites and there were quit~ 
a few around. It seemed as though 
each time I mentioned a particular 
kite, the wind caught it and it came 
crashing to the floor. Still it 
provided some laughs I suppose. 

occupied for some of the morning. 
However I am not sure whether he 
was really parachuting the bears off 
or crucifying them (see pie). 
Unfortunately the wind got to him 
too and it soon becam e too 
dangerous to carry on with his 
droppings. 

A ll in all it wasn't a bad day and 

Stf:l'e BillillJ.:'i perform in~: a nn·mo11ial exf!cution 

Stafford (the person) was having 
difficulty tlying and only managed 
to tly for a short while. Don 
Eccleston 'sotherpersona 'The Kite 
Doctor' appeared. He wore a white 
lab coat with a picture of stretcher 
hearerscartingoffa dazed kite. He 
was there to help the public fliers to 
either fix their broken kites, or to 
get them flying, a task that kept him 
busy most of the day. The 
competition worked reasonably 
wdl withover70entries, and some 
I ucky eh i Id managed tow in a ·Peter 
Powell' ripstop kite. 

Steve Billings, 'Master of The bear 

Droppings' was keeping thechi ldren 

even though I missed my buggying, 
it was nice to feel that another batch 
of people had had their eyes opened 
to the sport of kitflying. 

No, /an 
/wouldn't say you talk a lot" 



Ripon Yarns: A story From oup North 

Adam Sutherland had managed to 
tack onto the end o f the Ripon 
festival a one day kite festi va l. It 
was the first one and was keen to 
promote kite fl ying. lttook place at 
Ripon Race course. It had to be an 
early start as Ri pon is a few miles up 
the Al. We picked up To ny (of 
pylon fame) straight from his night 
shift at about 7.15 am. He had 
taken his gea r to work so that we 
could get an early start. 
We were doing quite well until we 
got to a certain place o n the Al and 
we hit a space time continuum. We 
found ourselves off the AJ and up 
a few country roads, then back o n 
the Al the wrong way. We got off 
the Al and couldn't get stra ight 
back onto it and had to w iggle 
around for a bit. At last, we got 
backonto the Al, the wrongb*"'"""* 
wa y A G AIN!!!!!! 
1...2 .. . 3 . .4 .. 5 . . e tc. Th e nex t 
junction was some miles down the 
road and fortunate ly we could turn 
back onto the Al and headed North. 

Eventually , some 40 minute later 
than planned, we arrived at Ri pon 
racecourse, but...... When the 
officials (not kite related) saw the 
buggies o n the to p o f the car 
(although one did try and escape o n 
the way, but that's another story) I 
was ushered onto the side. All l 
wanted to do was park in the car 
park but no .... they had to talk into 
their walky talkies fo r a few minute 
and the head honcho had to come 
over. 

"We are kite fliers" I retorted. He 
just let us in and we parked up, I 
wonder why johsworth couldn't 
have done that? 

Don, Allan and Stafford were there 
and Andy Smith alo ng with Mike 
also turned up. Thorpe kite tliers 
were represented as were Kites 

North. It was nice to see that 
people had made the effort to attend. 
I popped the back wheels on the 
buggies and then Adam asked if I 
wou ld m ind do ing a bit of 
commentary! Well, being the shy 
sort o f retiring person that I am I 
accepted the invitatio n. Most 
people know that letting me loose 
with a mike(microphone, not Mike) 
is tantamount to disaster. I know 
about as much about different kites 
as most people know about the 
digestive tract of the lesser spotted 
Nark (a rare bird) . 

I was handed the microphone and 
started saying the first things that 
come into my head (not always a 
good idea). Fortunately when I am 
do ing commentaries, my 'Good 
Taste' circuit switches in and my 
normal brand of humour is filtered 
out (thank goodness). But my foot 
went firmly in my mouth for the 
fi rst 20 minutes. A pair of .fli ers 
were warming up in preparation for 
a dem, I kept calling them Exe 
Pilots when in fact they were Air 
Wave, this is because one of them 
was from Exe pilots and I must 
admit I never read their T-Shirts 
oooops ! 
As they warmed up the wind 
changed direction and kept on doing 
so, that's w hen there was wind. It 
is difficult talking about kites when 
they are all lying on the floor, 
however I j ust started explaining 
what was lying on the floor and it 
kept some people amused. 

The wind did pick up enough to do 
their dem. albeit some 270 degrees 
different than earlier. One of the 
members had only started flying 
since April and I must admit that 

the team was very good and I look 
forward to seeing what they are 
do ing in another few months. 

Ajr Wave also did bunjee jumping 

teddy bears, but due to a serious 
miscalculation the bear plummeted 
into the ground, I am sure that 
inspired the nutters who WERE 
doing real bunjee jumping from a 
c rane at the same festival. 

The wind was unkind all day long, 
and as soon as the sky fill ed with 
ki tes again, the wind would drop. I 
did manage to get the buggy going 
once fo r a very s low short run. It 
generated a lo t of interest as it 
usually does and gave me something 
to talk about. There were a lot of 
surface mines in the fields and even 
though I only moved about a few 
yards it was enough to spray me 
w ith soggy cow muck. I did spot 
o ne of o ur members w ho had 
managed to get it on his backside, 
he was then seen s itting on the floor 
trying to get his kite to drag him 
along the grass (our dog does that). 

The day finished and I think that 
despite the lack of wind it wasn't 
too bad. Ho pefully next year_the 
organisers(notkitetliers) will have 
a little more knowledge of what a 
Kite event requires. 

No te. T o n y Py lo n we nt to 
Basingstoke the next day, so if you 
see a pale faced Zombie wandering 
around it's probably him. 

r- - ---------- , 
I I 
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While at Weymouth I decided that 
I would have a weekend off and 
miss out on the White Horse Kite 
festival at Swindon as I had not 
spentaweekendathomeforweeks! 
Next Friday arrived and I thought 
"Nah, can't do it". So I decided to 
go, just for the day. I phoned 
around offering I i fts to anyone who 
wanted to go. 

Saturday morning was quite windy 
when we set off, the clouds were 
out, the sun was in. When I arrived 
at Swindon there were bouncers o n 
the door, oops. As I had only 
decided to go the day before, I had 
not got a pass ... "We are thebuggiers 
for the festival" I lied. It seemed to 
work and they waved us in (that is 
what they were doing, I think). 
Down there the wind was 
approaching Gail Force. "Hi Gail" , 
I shouted (she's a member of the 
Great Uzi Kite Fliers), hm, I got 
ignored again! 

It usually takes about fivt minute 
to set a buggy up, but as people 
were arriving we kept stopping for 
a chat. Windy (the girl 
friend ... maybe) went and bought 
cups of tea over as she was getting 
bored. Eventually we sef ... up the 
buggies and trundled off to ask 
where we could buggy. I don't 
think that they reckoned on us 
arriving, you can tell by the response 
"errm, err, oh er m". Still they 
pointed us to a corner of a field and 
we made base camp, setting up the 
cabana. It started gctfing even 
windier and it was a struggle to get 
the thing up. That sorted, we went 
about setting the kites up, yep, we 

were still going to use the 5 metre 
Peely things. 
When you launch a Peel by yourself 

you can only launch it straight up 

and not point it at the side of the 
window until it is inflated, there lies 
a problem. As the wind filled the 
sail I had to run. My trainers had 
got too much grip on the grass and 
I couldn't slide. 1 ended up running 
back to the edge of the field and 
then taking ten minute to get back 
to the buggy, madorwhat. Jumping 
on the buggy was the next daft 
thing to do, I shot off in a direction 
that I wasn't expecting to go. A tree 
was sitting just in front of me and 
did it move? Nope. Fortunately I 
just missed it. Other tliers were 
attempting to fly a few stunt kites, 
but the wind wasgustingto40 mph 
and it was even giving them 
problems. 

Mad John seemed to be in his 
element(no nota kettley type thing) 
and went buzzing around. Then 
suddenly I turned round and saw 
his kite tangling with the WHKF 
giant thingymaj ig (sorry don't know 
what it's called), oh dear, I thought. 
I must admit I thought that he had 
lost control (nothing new here) and 
had dragged their kite out of the 
sky! J was wrong. The wind had 
tipped their big kite and sent it 
plummeting to the ground, taking 
out Mad John on the way. I must 
admit I was relieved, wedidn'treally 
need any bad press. 

The wind continued to pick up but 
I was knackered and so I went for 
a wander. Another couple of 
huggiers turned up, Dom Bowns 
(pronounced Davies) and Not Do m, 
his friend. They started to get their 
kites ready and John had a death 

wish and got the Peel back out. He 
was standing by the side of me 
straining to hold the kite and then 
suddenly ....... (added dots for extra 

suspense) his feet were a foot or 

two (that's a joke) above my head! 
John weighs in at a stone heavier 
than me and I'm at least 13 stone! 
He dropped back down and you 
could see the glint in his eye, he 
spent the next half an hour trying to 
jump up in the air again, but with no 
luck. 
At this point I digress. The peel 
kite has a tendency to collapse as 
you move towards it. It is not 
recommended to attempt to jump 
with this kite. You will get hurt. 
Dom and Not Dom attempted to 
buggy but the wind was j ust too 
gusty. Somebody turned up with a 
stack of Speedwings and the 
magnetic draw to more excitement 
meant that very shortly Mad John 
was on the end of them. 1 trundled 
over on the buggy and j urn ped off, 
letting him try it with the 
Speedwings. They worked really 
well and John started performing 
his tricks he had learnt the night 
before. At one point he did an 
impromptu roll over out of the 
buggy, spin around, somersault and 
STILL managed to keep the kites 
up. What a guy! 

Eventually we decided we'd had 
enough and started to pack up. It 
was at this point that you start to 
find the little bits of your body that 
have been overstretched, as a 
consequence I left the field limping 
and walking really slow, what a 
great advert for buggying. Still, we 
had fun and at least we were flying, 
or crashing or doing something. It 
was a little too windy for most 
people but it was still an enjoyable 
day. 

lan Meredith 





The International Journal of the Bearly Made It seyd:i.ve Squad, The International 
Brotherhood and Sisterhood of Parachuting Fauna and the U.K. Ted Devils. 
Proved, beyond all Doubt, tc be the roost Inotocopied Piece of Minlless Drivel in 
Worldwide Kiting toa.v. 

"What we Dell~Uld!' 1 shouted V.roomfondel," Is, a Total Absence of Solid Facts". 
"We demaz:d Rigidly Defined areas of Doubt and Uncertainty". (The Hi tohikers Guide to 
the ~0} 

It would appear that there was a Rigidly Defined area of Doubt and Uncerta
inty, coupled with a Total absence of Solid Facts in our last Issue. What needles 
me is the assumption of every one of the 963 Letters of complaint which we received, 
that it was all nv fault. look, you Rotten lot, get this, It was'nt me who thought 
that the abbreviation I.A. stood for Indiana, nope, you've guessed it, the B.O.F. 
strikes again. Every one of those letters started off with the sentanoe, "Oi, you 
Brain Dead Furry Wotsit, What are you like Boy". including the very nice one we had 
from the Governor of Indiana., who, am:>ngst other things, Threatened to do us over, if 
we did rot apologise for inferring that Indiana Bears, lacked DJTTLE. 

The B.O.F. b~s his Faux Pas on his peculiar Atlas, which shows the East 
and the West of the u. S.A. in great detail, with very little in the middle. Theodore 
Edward O'Bear, the Wag, says, not to worry, it is alot likethat (Ohh,Nasty) and the 
only Ma.rion that the B.O.F. could find was in Indiana, where Bears do have :ooTTLE, and 
it seems that there is a lesser Marion in Iowa, where judging by RJKEY, Bears lack 
BOTTLE, The Corn is Good and the Hogs are Intense, we're not sure if Indiana. is Fa.m:>us 
for a.eyth:ing edible, but we know that they like watching the Moon. Shine on the Wabash 
and Nigel Kissi.ng the Wall at 200 plus. Cor, the old you know what, went Nickels and 
Di.Des, like FO'KEX' s will if he ever suffers a Total from 1 , 000 feet. Fat Chance •••••• 

For those of you who wondered about the Fauna of the Year 
being another Flash in the Pan Seam, need wonder no longer. Yes it W4S lllff'SBUR 

awarded a trifle late, but nethertheless it was awarded. Af'ter lots EAPfD CHU:II 
of deliberation, it was decided that the FOTY' 92 would be awarded ..-1111 Uft 
to the Mini Seydi vers en bloc. 

The M. S worked hard and long to keep up the Standards of 
Fauna. Bonibing with a season long catalogue of Cock ups, go wrongs 
and other assorted disasters, which kept their shocked and terri
fied HUIIE, Don Newing, in an alm:>st perpetual state of Shellshock. 
the M.S. with Dons help, also did a lot Fauna Bon:ibingwise in aid 
of varios good causes. 

Re the piece in our last issue about Theo winning Ten 
Million Bucks, and having a bleed.ing good Spend Up. No Names, No 
Pa.ckdrill. but some wally phoned up the OOF, all serious like, 
hoping to Tap Theo for a few bob. Gordon Bennet, wot are they like. 

BOOZY reveller Ken 
Howard landed In court 
for fleeing with a club's 
giant teddy bear. 

CarditT magi.sb'ates 
heard Howaro IZ1"3bbed 6ft 
6in Snowy wartzed across 
the danceOoor of the etty's 
Philhannoruc nightclub 
and mto the streeL 

Just like the Hofmeister 
la2:er ad. astonished staff 
foTiowed the bear - and 
found Howard slumped in 
Snowy's lap. Howard. 22, 
of Fairwater, Cardiff, was 
told to pay £50 to give 
Snowy a clean. 

BEAU PEEP By Roger Kettle and Andrew Christine 
This Strip was 
pinched from 
the Daily Star 
by Big Steve "tOU KNOW. ON 

Hl5 ROUNDS
ANYMINUrE' 

NOW 
as was the Tea 
Leaf bi t 1 above 

lets hope 
that the Tea 
Leaf did' nt give 
Snowy one of 
thos Technico 
lour YawnSright 
in the lap. 



CLIFFS 8ENT RAFF~E. RuNNER ..... 
The Saga. of Cliff the Dragon, a reluctant Parafauna of a Greenish HUe and a welsh 

Disposition, oontirru.es apa.ce. We did tell of Cliff being well Brassed off at receiving 
a Parachute, and his resolve to do a Runner. Ferfick,thought the IDF. now which WlSUs-
pecting },fug oould we unload. him onto, via a Method which seen:ed to be all above board. 
yet was ripe for a Carve Up. The m:>st obvius n:ethed of unloading Cliff seemed to be by 
the Time Honoured BENT RAFFLE. 

Oh, cone on, you must know what a BENT RAFFLE is ? no ? well I aint gonna tell you 
so there, a:n:yway the upshot is that TI/JI35Ra£fle Tickets were gi:ten away, Two were destro
yed , so there oould only be a predetermined Winner, which in this case just happened to 
be Andy King, yes, he of back Teeth awash and Ki.te Store fa.ne. 

Andy' s reaction to 'WINNING' Cliff was totally opposite to what the BOF expested, 
Andy was expected to go Bananas at being ll.UOOered with a :roonsrosity like Cliff, but he 
actually liked him, so much in fact, that Cliff was made off icial Team Blast llascot. 

~------------

THESE youngsters were all agog as a brave teddy 
put its life in their hands as part of • charity 
parachute jump In Wellingborough. 
The cuddly creatures were going over the top of • 
water tower wearing home-made parachutes 
today as part of a nursery school's fundralslng 
drive. Our picture shows, from left, lit the front. 
four-year-olds, na Cllnton, Carl Nowak and 
Stephanle Smtth trying to catch one of the bears. 
They are among about 80 chndren from Croylend 
Nursery School who paid 50p each to have their 
bears take part In the fun. The jumps were being 
follow.cl by a teddy bears' picnic and were the 
brainchild of head teacher Julla Martin. 

--- -----

The :OOF as usual ended up 
with Egg all over his Rrl.zog, 
and he could not fathom out 
why every one was falling about 
laughing , until someone poin
ted out that as Andy is Welsh, 

Cliff, far from being the 
'WHITE ELEPHANT ' was, in real
ity, right up Andy' s street 

You could say then that our 
freind Cliff had the last laff, 
but thats debatable, cos the 
BOF and Rocket Ron gave Cliff 
his first Jump and true to fo
rm it was a Total and Cliff got 
a Face full of Drop Zone. 

Contral.j' to popular belief 
that the reason that there is 
to be no Boni> Dump Bash Mk II 
this Year was due in part to 
the BMISS running aiOOk last 
year were pleased to say that 
the real reason is because th
ose v:ho arranged Entre' to all 
the Kiters, didnt think that 
enough Charity Dosh was raised, 
which is a bit of a cheek when 
you think how hard The White 
Horse Ki.tefliers worked at put
ting on that Festival. 

Has anybody ever sussed out 
the alm:>st Magical hold, we 
humble Fauna of a Soft Cuddley 
Toy Fersuasion, have on n:eni>ers 
of the Human Race? 

If, as seems likely, no one 
will ever get to the bottom of 
this Magical hold, from this 
Picture, left, you can see that 
whatever it is, it gets a real 
Grip from a very early age. 

Arguably, a contender for 
the best 'IGDS and a TED ' pie 
of all tiroo, we are once again 
Indebted to David Hughes for 
unearthing this lovely Pie , 



TRAC~INCY TJOWN 0£-IJ TOMS 11A~NUM OPUS, .•••••• 
As you know, from time to time, we make coiD~Ients on and glean juicy Tid Bits from 

what all knowledgaa.ble Kiters hail as the m:>st AuthoritatiYe Kite Book of all time. 
long re~d as the Repository of all Kite knowledge, P!Bt,present and Future. 

We refer of course, to, Old Tom's Rustic Kitecra.:f't. Every time we mention this 
Book, there is a flurry of excitement in the Kite fraternity as the poor unfortunates 
who do not possess a copy are Wound up by those who do. The perrenial scarcity of the 
Book does present serious problems as the number of Ki.ters now searching high and low 
for acopy 'is always growing. 

As a lot of you are aware, the scarcity is caused by the fact that when first J:Up
lished, the sheer size of the book, mde it very expensive and the cover price in no 
~ oovered the production costs and therefore apart from the Ten Calf Bound, Hand ann
otated by the Author presentation copies. the print run was only 145 copies. There has 
always been rwmurs of a Bootleg edition, but these .rum::>urs can be safely disre~d, 
for, it is known that due to the sheer physical size of the Book, anyone trying to Boot
leg the book would lmacker the Ihotocopier. 

For those of you who do not possess a copy we'll give a few details. Old Tom's 
Book was printed Quadruple Elephant (which is big) has 196 chapters, 2,874 pages, weighs 
would you beiieve it 14 pounds and has approx 7,500 line drawings and photos. Old Tom 
was asked if the book could be published as a weekly Pa.rtwork, but he refused, so you'll 
just have to keep searching, Ther are at least 38 copies still una.ccounted for. 

Old Tom by the way is still going strong, he's 94 this year, and is presently eng
aged as a Cosultant by the Lockheed Corporations' SKUNK WORKS' where as you 1mJw, of cour
se they are working on the top Secret succesor to the 'AURORA' project. 

As a snail appetite whetter we are printing a small mrsel , which is concerned 
with Kite Dynamics. Not all of Old Tom' s book is as Diy as this 

The changes in the forces on the kite are 
Horizontally, Vertically, 

6(T1 cos "'1) = cos "'1 6 T1 - T1 sin "'1 6"'1 tJ(T1 sin "'1) =sin "'1 6T1 + T1 cos 1/>1 ~1 
= - R(a1x1 + a.z1) (4.28) = - R(b1x1 + b.z1) (4.29) 

cf. equations (2.2) where in this case x1 = - 6(x,- X1) z1 = _ 6(z, _ z
1
) • (4.30) 

.d = -sin ("'1 - "'') + ~· = 171 
(cos"'·- cos"'1) + ~.- ~1 

(sin +1 - sin"'') 
• a1 a,- a1 

(4.31) 

.d · a1 = a ~ a cos "'1 (sin "'1- sin q,,) +sin' "'1 (
17

' -
171 - sin+.) 

• 1 a, - a 1 
(4.32) 

A b T1 • .1.. < . .1.. • .1..) • • ) G'- 171 . .J..) 
'"' • 1 = a _ sm .,1 sm .,1 - sm .,, - (,u +cos "'1 sm "'1 - sm .,, .. a a1 1 -a1 

(4.33) 

Lf .a,= T
1 COS"'t{COSc/1,- COS"'1) + Sin'"'1(COS!/>a- ~~- e1

) (4.34) a,- a1 a,- a1 

T 1 • ) .J.. • I .1.. ) ( .J.. ~I - e 1) (4 35) .d • b, = sm."'1 (cos"'' - cos "'1 - (,u + cos .,1 sm .,1 cos ¥-a - _ . a,- a1 a, <71 

Hollingdale' has given a series of curves from which the values of ~~. ~ •• . etc., may be obtained 
very rapidly over a wide range of values of ex. Unfortunately, howev~r, h1s curves do not c.over 
many cases of interest in problems on kites and gliders when the cable 1s short or ne~ly stnug~t. 
Resort must then be had to calculation and great care and accuracy are essential otherwtst 
completely wrong values of the cable derivatives may be obtained. 

BEAU PEEP 

By Roger Kettle and 

Andrew Christine 



FAUNA IN SPACE 1 THE SEARCH FOR SHOCK? ...• ,, 
Well, no, actually the Space in question is on the Bank of the Colunibia River at 

West Richland in Washington state, But, there appears to be a definite Search for Shock 
as the Furry Meni>ers of Violet Weeks " SKY TREK SKYDIVE ~UP.D'' flirt with disaster near 
the Cold waters of the aforesaid River. Boldly going, where no fauna has gone before 
Violets inrepid Band hang out at lots of local Winerys ( are you listening Ani3.y King?) 
we 're not too sure if they are a "WW' lot but nethertheless with the Antics of this 
Furry Mob, the eventual Fauna Conquest of the u. S. is that little bit nearer. 

So, its a big BMISS Yoo Hoo to Vi, Bubba, Kong, Cuddles, Ra.Di>o et al. Bubba by the 
-..va:y , sports a T Shirt with the rootto , "BE Kind to Stunters" on the fi'ont, nice 

one Bubba, them Smiling Phizog Challenged Mutts need all the :f'riends they 
can get. 

This little piece, right is in similar vein 
to a piece we printed a couple of years ago 
this would seem to be a conmon occurance 
with Hume Parachutists, and although it 

must have been well TATERS up that high 
for him to have suffered Frostbite, it is'nt 

enough to admit him as a member of BMISS. 

From time to time we get enquiries as to the use 
of the name Bearly Made I t SI<¥dive Squad and the 
I nitials B,M,I. s. S •• by other Bear and Fauna Bomb 
ers. The Position is this. If the use of BMISS 
is for your own personal Fun or for a Charity do, 
then use it by all means. If however, if its use 

is in connection with a Sra.ightfo:nrard Woney mak
ing Caper then we must DeDI.lr. · In cases such as 
this BMISS ( 1981 ) claims copyright. Hope this 

does'nt sound too Heavy, its not meant to be and 
the sa.tOO thing goes as regards Roman Candle. You are 
at libearty to Copy R.C. Rip bits from it, Slag us 
off to your Hearts content (we do a1l of these) we 
dont care, in fact all we ask is that you give 

Roman Candle a Credit. • Cheers. 

WIND LIFTS 
PARA UP 
BY20,000ft 

AN ARMY parachutist 
on his debut jump was 
caught In an air cur
rent which sucked him 
2o.ooon UP. 

Oidier Dharin, 24, leapt 
out or the plane a t 
3,ooon during a storm 
but was lifted to 
23.ooon.. 

He managed t.o dnc h hts 
damaged parachute 
and open a reserve be
fore he blac ked out 
due to tnlense cold 
and lack or oxyge n 

Pnvale Dharin was even· 
tuaJly round 30 miles 
from the spot near 
Toulouse . central 
France, where he 
should have landed 
with mates from hts 
unit 

The Fre n c hm.<n w.<~ 
treated for frost-bite t.o 
hts hands. ~ 

Hmm, Thinks, well we've allrost apologised to Indiana, so hopefully 
they wont declare \"iar on us. No Doubt , Non Bottle Job Iowani.ans ?? 

will have a bone to pick with us • Perhaps ::F\l.loey will be no longer in 
need of a high Fibre Diet, Pigs might Fl,y. We 've onJ¥ slagged off the Po 
Faced Ki ters in an extremely Miniscule way, this Issue, so even they might 

Crack thier Phizogs a little, threfore you could sey- that everything is A. O. K. 

BEAU PEEP By Roger Kettle and Andrew Christine 
Curiously enough, 

the only thing that 
went through the ndnd 
of the Bowl of Pettm
ias as it fell, was, 
" Oh, no not again" 
Hany people have spec
ulated that if we 
lrnew why the Petunias 
had thought that, we 
would know a lot roore 
about the nature of 
the Universe, than 
we do now.Hitchikers 

Guide to The Galaxy. 
watcha know, once again we've n:anaged to cobble up another Four . 

1 Pages of Mindless Drivel. How do we do it Stanley, or Thats another fule Mess you ve 
Got ten us into. We manage to do it dear Readers thanks to your constant supply of 
suitable Rubbish. If you keep it com:ing, so will we. So its the usual to the us~l. 

The Teddytorial c/ o The Boring Old Fart, 48 Laurel Lane, W/Drayton , Middx. 
' U. B. 7. 7 T. Y. United Kingdom. 
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Worlds Apart • P~ter Powell • Martin Lester • Revolution • LiteFiite • 

Omnifoil • ~hanti • Fizz • Rare Air • Skynasour • Corrington Novore • 

Flexifoil • Speedwing • Spectra Sports • Peel • Morgan • lnflight • 

Raindrop • Don "Leigh • Foskett • Slater • Nick James • Larus • 

Quicksilver • Skyblooms • Vertical Visuals • Brookite • Wycombe • 

W indy • Ferrori • Boomerangs • Discs and Rings • Books and 

Magazines • Videos • Pins • Accessories • Spores • Materials • Fittings 

• Still Air Toys • Estes Rockets • 

Retail • Mail Order • Telephone Credit Card Sales • Fox Credit Cord 

Sales • Parcel Force 24-Hour • 48 Hour • Trakbak and International 

Delivery • Free Price lists and Catalogues • Advice • Repairs • Highly 

Trained and Experienced Staff • 17 Years in the Kite Business • 

Wholesale Distribution • Manufacture • Import • Export • Event 

Organisation • Custom Kites • Custom Windsocks • Custom Banners • 

Have we forgotten anything? 
If so, please let us know. 

48 Neal Street, London WC2H 9PA 
Tel: 071 -836-1666 • Fax: 071 836-2510 

-----
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